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Abstract

This research set out to develop a tangible standardizedmethod that can be used to effec-tively estimate the impact of RPA based on quantitative baseline measurements that canbe readily applied in practice without leveraging other technologies. A multi-case studyand an expert evaluation are carried out to structurally evaluate the method by applyingthe method in practice. With the developed method, I was able to address in the iden-tified gaps in the literature. By combining scientific research with findings and hands-onexpertise, this research has provided a deeper insight into a comprehensive approach toestimating the impact of RPA, which is tailored to the application of themethod in practice
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1 Problem statement

Recently, Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is adopted by organizations that aim to in-crease their operational efficiency using IT initiatives [45]. Operational inefficiency existsdue to the burden of simple work routines and repetitive tasks employees, i.e., humanagents, have to deal with, which consume a vast amount of time [17]. Besides the ineffi-cient resource utilization, operational tasks are susceptible to human error and poor per-formance results. Earlier approaches to cope with this issue still relied on human agentsto trigger or terminate processes or to adapt to different cases [49]. RPA is a fast-emergingapproach that has attracted a strong interest in the business process automation technol-ogy industry [23, 45].Despite the industry’s strongly growing interest in RPA, academic research on RPA isscarce, and most existing research focuses on case studies or market research [1, 23, 32,43]. In addition, studies that have been published are primarily focused on the allegedbenefits of RPA solutions. A number of studies show increases in profitability and produc-tivity due to the implementation of RPA [3, 30, 31, 43, 51]. However, very little is knownabout how these benefits can be measured effectively and how these benefits can be es-timated upfront. The aforementioned case studies either assessed the potential of theRPA impact based on subjective opinions, used other technologies, or assessed the sav-ings after the completion of the RPA implementations [50]. According to Wanner et al.[50], “the full potential of RPA remains poorly understood”. Currently, RPA business casesare primarily based on expert impact estimations. These estimations are predominantlybased on a subjective amount of time employees are working on the business process’sactivities [8, 13, 37].Rigorous evidence of achieving the estimated business cases of RPA solutions prior tothe implementation is lacking. In order to create a common understanding of what anorganization is aiming for with the use of RPA, they have to be clear about expected ben-efits. Thereby, the possibility of reaching the proposed goals is maximized [9]. Being clearabout the expected benefits of RPA also paves theway for efficient and effectivemeasure-ment of RPA ROI, thus, the actual impact of RPA. Therefore, the necessity of a method forindicating the potential benefits of RPA implementations through an estimation is evident.Nevertheless, it is apparent that research on elaboratemetrics and a practice-orientedapproach for the expected impact of RPA on business processes before implementationrarely exist [45]. In line with that, recommendations from research suggest that a stan-dardized method to quantify a reliable indication of the potential of RPA is needed [23,33, 50]. Thus, evaluating the estimated impact of RPA implementations in comparisonwith the actual impact of RPA implementations, what metrics can be used for these es-timations, and how to apply such an estimation in practice are worthy of further study.Therefore, a guiding method or best practices for the quantitative impact estimation ofRPA solutions would contribute to the research domain.To summarize, the problem at hand can be stated as follows:
• The need for quantifiable measures of the RPA potential of processes has arisen;
• Currently, baselinemeasurements such as process cycle times and process costs areassessed in a widely subjective manner;
• Defining an RPA business case based on impact estimations prevents poor expecta-tion management in terms of costs and savings;
• Estimating the potential impact of RPA on business processes is a complicated task;
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• A standardized RPA impact estimation method that supports that task should beresearched and developed further.
1.1 Research objectives
To date, research has proposed a few high-level concepts to estimate the potential im-pact of RPA implementations. Concepts such as determining the automation potential ofprocesses [50], an ROI analysis based on subjective statements [37], and a cost-benefitanalysis that takes a detailed process assessment into account [46] are described. Typi-cally, these approaches neglect quantitative measurements, in-depth FTE reduction cal-culation, and applicability in practice.I seek to close this gap by developing and operationalizing a method to estimate theimpact of an RPA implementation on a business process effectively, which can be used toguide companies in quantifying the potential of RPA implementations in practice withoutleveraging other technologies. The objectives of the research are, therefore, to clarify therelevant variables in performing an RPA impact estimation, to improve the effectivenessof impact estimations for RPA implementations, and to develop an RPA impact estimationmethod that is applicable in practice.
1.2 Research questions
In line with the research problem described in Chapter 1, the main research question (RQ)formulated for this thesis is:
RQ: How can one effectively estimate the impact of an RPA implementation?

In order to answer the main research question, four sub-research questions (SQs) areformulated. The SQs provide amore elaborate direction for this study. To define the scopeof the research and to create a common understanding of the subject, SQ1 is selected. Bydoing so, SQ1 aims to describe what should be incorporated into a standardized RPA im-pact estimation method. SQ2 dives into the possibly existing state-of-the-art with regardto estimating the impact of RPA implementations and its challenges. SQ3 aims to identifythe opportunity of using a standardizedmethod to estimate the impact of RPA implemen-tations. Besides that, it aims to identify essential components as part of the intended RPAimpact estimation method. Lastly, SQ4 aims to describe how the estimated impact by thestandardized RPA impact estimation method can be evaluated.
• SQ1: What are the indicators for the quantitative impact of an RPA implementation?
• SQ2: What approaches exist to estimate the impact of an RPA implementation?
• SQ3: How can the impact of an RPA implementation be estimated effectively usinga standardized method?
• SQ4: How can the effectiveness of the RPA impact estimation using the standardizedmethod be evaluated?
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2 Research method

This chapter describes the research plan designed for this thesis. The research plan de-scribes the research approach used to achieve the earlier defined objectives. The mainresearch question and subsequent sub-research questions, thatwere presented in Section1.2, provide an overview of the research goals for this thesis.The aim of this research is to develop an effective RPA impact estimation method, insuch a solid way that it can be used and applied in practice. The developed method is uti-lized to examine the impact of RPA implementations on business processes by analyzinga set of performance and cost indicators. Aside from developing a new RPA impact es-timation method, the research includes a method evaluation set up that consists of twoevaluation types. First, a multi-case study where the RPA impact estimationmethod is ap-plied and studied for multiple cases [54]. This type of study is designed to collect data onmultiple business processes at more than one point in time. The studied processes existin their context and are executed separately. Nevertheless, executing the RPA estimationmethod is replicated for each case. Besides that, each case concerns a business processwhose characteristics qualify for an RPA implementation. This replicationmakes the casessuitable for a multi-case study. Second, an expert evaluation is carried out according tothe Method Evaluation Model by Moody [38] to evaluate the developed method on per-ceived efficacy and adoption in practice.The research consists of three parts: creating an understanding of the context and cur-rent practices of RPA impact estimation, developing a standardized method for estimat-ing the impact of RPA, evaluating themethod by applying it to multiple processes during amulti-case study and carrying out an expert evaluation. Table 1 lists the high level researchapproach. Each of the three parts is elaborated on in the following subsections.
Table 1: High level research approach

Research parts Outcomes
Create common understanding context Theoretical framework

Develop standardized RPA impact
estimation method Initial estimation method

Evaluate RPA impact estimation method Results + Revised estimation method

2.1 Create common understanding context

In the first part of the research, amultivocal literature review is carried out where RPA andpossibly existing impact estimation methods are researched. Thus, sub-research ques-tions 1 and 2 are addressed. A multivocal literature review emphasizes the inclusion ofgray literature aside from formally-published literature [19]. Since RPA is a practitioner-oriented and an application-oriented field, where RPA-practitioners constantly producegray literature, the multivocal literature review is an encompassing fit for this research.The multivocal literature review aims to describe how this thesis fits into the currentresearch landscape. In addition, the objective is to generate a thorough understandingof the concepts used in this study regarding RPA impact estimation. This review seeksto establish what has been researched so far in the field, what indicators for impact arecurrently used in practice, and what methods exist to estimate the expected impact ofan RPA implementation. This is done through a review of available literature on research
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that has already been conducted. By doing so, the existing gap in current knowledge canbe pointed out. In order to perform the multivocal literature review, a literature reviewprotocol is drawn up to define the strategy of the search. The protocol can be devised infive steps, which can be seen in Table 2.Carrying out the literature review protocol results in a theoretical framework, respec-tively. This section elaborates on the strategy carried out during the literature review andthe results of the literature review. The review questions to be addressed in the literaturereview are: “What do RPA and its purpose entail according to existing research?”, “What
are the indicators and metrics to analyze effective RPA implementations?”, and “What
constitutes current best practice in relation to estimating the impact of RPA implementa-
tions?”. During each step of the literature review, scientific publications, as well as grayliterature sources, are assessed on their quality and relevance to this research. A com-plete overview of the sources used in the literature review is given in Table 27 in AppendixA.

Table 2: Part 1 research approach

Common understanding context
Create literature population

Select literature

Review literature

Identify estimation methods

Evaluate estimation methods

Select estimation methods

2.1.1 Create literature population

For the analysis, a search strategy is defined for creating the literature population. Thissearch strategy defines how the search for relevant literature is performed in detail. GoogleScholar is used to identify potentially relevant literature. This search engine offers papers,journal articles, and books from several outlets. Since Google Scholar solely focuses onpublished research, Google is used as an additional source. Google is consulted becausegray literature sources provide a large number of RPA in practice related articles. Gray lit-erature sources are leading research and advisory companies, and RPA practitioners suchas RPA vendors and RPA re-sellers. The scope of the searches is guarded using a predefinedset of keywords. The initial search keywords are ‘Robotic Process Automation’, ‘RPA im-pact’, ‘RPA impact estimation’, ‘RPA effectiveness’, ‘RPA performance’, ‘RPA performancemetrics’ ‘impact estimation method’. If needed, the set of keywords can be expandedduring the execution of the literature review. Reference lists and bibliographies of thecollected articles, for which the inclusion is certain, are searched as well. This search isdone using the snowballing approach [53]. For instance, a systematic literature reviewperformed in 2019 [27] is used as a reference to other RPA literature. By using this searchstrategy, it is believed that ample perspectives on RPA and approaches for its estimationformulation are gathered.During this first step in the literature review, a collection of literature eligible for thisresearch is gathered. The population of literature that is created is listed in Table 3. A totalof 56 sources are collected in the initial search. A distinction is made between scientific
10



publications and gray literature. The population consists of 29 scientific publications and27 gray literature sources. Due to the nature of this multivocal literature review, the shareof gray literature sources is evident.

Table 3: Literature review results

Literature review step Number of sources Scientific publication Gray literature
Create literature population 56 29 27
Select literature 48 22 26
Review literature 44 20 24
Identify estimation methods 15 8 7
Evaluate estimation methods 8 2 6
Select estimation methods 3 1 2

2.1.2 Select literature

Not all papers found during the initial search are used during the study. Selection criteriaare drawn up to select the literature applicable to this research. As mentioned before,the type of publications that are considered to be eligible for this review is published re-search studies as well as gray literature. Publications were only included in the analysis ifthey featured RPA as its main subject or if they featured proper estimation approaches fordifferent technologies. The review considered all studies that evaluate the impact of anRPA implementation or the estimation of the impact of an RPA implementation. The pri-mary outcomes of interest are RPA impact indicators ormetrics and RPA impact estimationmethod elements. In the absence of these types of studies, existing estimation methodsand impact indicators or metrics for other technologies that may be readily applied to thisdomain are considered as well.Thus, a selection of sources from the population of literature that is created during thefirst step of the literature review is made. Sources that did not feature RPA as the mainsubject nor featured relevant content on impact estimation approaches for RPA or differ-ent technologies are excluded. From the initial population of sources, eight were foundnot relevant for the subject in question. The selection of relevant sources can be seen inTable 3 and results in a new total of 48 sources, from which 22 are scientific publications,and 26 are gray literature sources.
2.1.3 Review literature

During the review step, the selected literature is reviewed on its content and quality. Con-sequently, the reviewed content is used in the theoretical framework of this research. Thereview is carried out based on relevance regarding this research, quality of the papers, andcontent of the papers. The quality of the papers is assessed based on its novelty, the au-thority of the producer, the date, the used methodology, and its objectivity. This qualityassessment is based on the guidelines defined by Garousi et al. [19].The collection of relevant literature remaining from the selection is reviewed. The qual-ity assessment resulted in a new total of 44 sources. The sources that are excluded from
11



the population during this step did not contain the required content and quality. This ex-clusion concerns merely four sources. The search strategy used during the initial searchand the literature selection thus proves to have been efficient. Reviewing the literatureresults in a new total of 44 sources, which consists of 20 scientific publications and 24gray literature sources, as listed in Table 3.
2.1.4 Identify estimation methods

Besides building the theoretical framework during the multivocal literature review, thecollection is searched for estimation methods in particular. All reviewed content relatedto the estimation of the impact of technology on a business process is identified as poten-tially relevant for the new RPA impact estimation method. Aside from possible methodsdefined for such an estimation, impact indicators where the estimation is based upon areidentified as well.The scientific publications and gray literature sources in which an impact estimationmethod or an RPA impact indicator is identified are selected for evaluation. From the re-viewed literature population, 15 sources with content related to the impact estimation ofRPA were identified. Table 3 shows that from the 15 sources, eight are scientific publica-tions, and seven are gray literature sources.
2.1.5 Evaluate estimation methods

The identified methods or method fragments from the previous paragraph are evaluatedon correctness and usefulness for the RPA impact estimation method developed in thisresearch. A combination of practitioner experience and earlier research on impact indi-cators and impact estimation determines what method fragments are eligible for the RPAimpact estimation method.The collection of 15 sources which contain content on, or related to, RPA impact esti-mation are evaluated. Evaluation of the sources resulted in eight sources eligible to usein the development of the RPA impact estimation method. During the evaluation of thesources, two scientific publications and six gray literature sources are identified, as can beseen in Table 3. In the next section, the ultimate selection of estimation methods, as wellas the analysis of these methods, are described.
2.2 Develop standardized RPA impact estimation method
A method is developed for estimating the impact of an RPA implementation on businessprocesses. Developing the estimation method is done through a collection of analyzedmethod elements from selected similar literary studies or RPA practitioners. Therefore,literature sources related to estimation methods that are identified and evaluated in Sec-tion 2.1 are further elaborated on in this section. A selection of methods is made anddescribed in the next paragraph. Lastly, these methods are exposed to extensive in-depthanalysis. The methods, as described in this section, are used as building blocks for theinitial RPA impact estimationmethod in Chapter 4. The creation of a method using a com-parison of different method elements from other methods is derived from the methodengineering approach defined by van de Weerd and Brinkkemper [47] and van de Weerdet al. [48]. Correspondingmethod elements are considered valuable and are therefore in-cluded in the initial method. Unique method elements that are considered value-addingare also included. These considerations are partly based on the literature and partly basedon experience in practice. Table 4 illustrates the steps taken in the development of the RPA
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impact estimation method. Thus, sub-research question 3 is addressed by this researchstep.
Table 4: Part 2 research approach

Method development
Select estimation methods

Analyze estimation methods

Develop RPA impact estimation method

2.2.1 Select estimation methods

Several methods are evaluated during the multivocal literature review of this research.Selection criteria for eligible estimation methods are described in Section 2.1.5. A require-ment is that they must contain methods or metrics to quantify the indicators for estimat-ing the impact of RPA. The assessment of qualitative performance indicators that concernsocial and organizational implications are neglected in this study, thus are subject to futureresearch.From the remaining eight sources, the sources containing a suitable method or suit-able method fragments are selected for analysis. During this step, solely those sourceswith proper methods or metrics to estimate the impact of RPA are selected. Proper meth-ods or metrics entail that they can be directly used to quantify indicators of RPA impact.Thus it is clear whichmeasurements are needed andwhich calculations can be performedto obtain the ultimate results from these measurements. Based on these criteria, the re-maining sources consisted of merely three sources eligible for the analysis. The othersources consisted primarily of reasoning on why to use various indicators in the RPA im-pact estimation rather than how to use those indicators to get the needed results.
2.2.2 Analyze estimation methods

Besides selecting sources that consist of content eligible for this research in terms of quan-titative methods andmetrics, the content of the sources has to be analyzed on usefulnessfor the development of the RPA impact estimation method as well. Each method is mod-eled according to a similar template. The indicators used in each method are visualizedand substantiated by formulas to calculate the results. By doing so for each method, itallows for an analysis of the used indicators and formulas. The results of the analyses aredescribed in Chapter 4. Ultimately, the RPA impact estimation method is formed fromelements that appear in each of the methods and elements that are have been foundindispensable in the estimation of the impact of RPA.
2.2.3 Develop RPA impact estimation method

Developing the RPA impact estimation method is done by assessing a collection of differ-ent method elements from similar literary studies or RPA practitioners. As mentioned inthe previous paragraph, method elements from the analyzed methods are used to formthe RPA impact estimationmethod. The development of a newmethod using these differ-ent method elements is done by reporting on the indicators used in each of the methods.These indicators are clarified using formulas. Based on these indicators and corresponding
13



formulas, a combination of the most appropriate indicators is chosen for the RPA impactestimation method. Chapter 4 shows the standardized RPA impact estimation method.
2.3 Evaluate RPA impact estimation method

The applicability of the RPA impact estimation method in practice is evaluated in the thirdphase of the research. The method evaluation is carried out by performing two types ofevaluations; a multi-case study and an expert evaluation. First, the effectiveness of themethod can be evaluated by performing the multi-case study. According to Rescher [41],increasing the effectiveness of the method relates to improving the quality of the result,i.e. the output of the estimation. Second, the method is evaluated by means of an expertevaluation, where RPA experts evaluate whether the method increases the efficiency ofthe task and whether the method will be used in practice. Thus, sub-research questions3 and 4 are addressed by this research step.
Table 5: Part 3 research approach

Method evaluation
Multi-case study Expert evaluation

Retrieve expert time estimation Retrieve actual efficacy

Validate baseline measurements Retrieve perceived efficacy

Execute RPA impact estimation method Retrieve intentions in practice

Retrieve post-measurements

Compare measurements

2.3.1 Multi-case study

In this research, business process data is collected at predefined time points for variousprocess cases. The predefined timepoints are similar for each process case, namely beforedeployment and after deployment. This way of collecting data allows for an assessmentof the performance of business processes over time, prior to and after the implementa-tion of RPA. By measuring the performance before and after the implementation of RPA,the impact of RPA can be determined. By performing an RPA impact estimation using thedeveloped method, the aim was to create an estimation that can define this impact be-fore the implementation of RPA. Therefore, multi-case study serves as evaluation of thedeveloped RPA impact estimation method. This section describes the specific researchsteps involving the multi-case study.The multi-case study consists of seven different business processes as cases. The pro-cess selection is based on a criteria and convenience sampling strategy [44]. The firstcriterion is the estimated implementation time of the RPA project for each process. SinceI needed to collect information about the process prior to the implementation of RPA andafter the implementation of RPA, I needed to be able to complete the measurements atboth time instances. Due to time constraints related to my thesis period, solely projectsthat do not take longer than a month to develop can be included in the multi-case study.The second criterion is the automation landscape in which the process is involved. Theprocess can not be a part of other automation initiatives than RPA. Hence, external influ-ences to the measurements can be excluded to the extent possible. The third criterion is
14



the case differentiation between process types. Since the RPA impact estimation methodneeds to be applicable to various types of processes, it is beneficial for the method to beevaluated for various types of processes aswell. Last, convenience contributes to the sam-pling strategy as well. For the process selection I am dependent on the available ongoingprojects within Ciphix. Hence, from all the RPA projects that meet the aforementionedcriteria, the RPA projects that are conveniently available for this research are selected.Each case consists of the execution of the five case study steps illustrated in Table 5. Theprotocol used to execute the multi-case study is described in Chapter 5. The case studyapproach is inspired by a study performed for a different technology by Reijers and vander Aalst [39], where the effectiveness of workflow management systems is researchedby measuring performance indicators at two time instances. A within-case analysis andan across-case analysis is performed to evaluate the overall results of themulti-case study[54].To determine at which time instances the baseline- and post-measurements for theprocess have to be made, four associated factors have to be taken into account. The firstfactor is the total volume of work. Comparison of, for example, process speed should bemeasured by anchoring the two measurements to periods that are similar in this respect.The second factor is process velocity. It is crucial to average out process velocities of thecase studies across time intervals [16]. Process velocities are subject to seasonal factors orperiods with deadlines. The third factor should ensure that no bias can arise within casesor SMEs. If cases are carried out by the same SME, the steps in the multi-case study mustbe carried out simultaneously for these cases. Thus, no bias can arise in the form thatit is already known what I will be asking or how to answer the questions cleverly. Lastly,the measurements are taken are predefined phases of the RPA project. The interviews forthe expert time estimation and the baseline measurements are collected when the scopehas been set for the RPA project, because the scope determines which process steps haveto be included in the baseline measurements and which not. Next to that, it is also ofimportance to gather the baseline data before the RPA implementation itself is final, sincethe SMEs can provide the most accurate baseline when they are still working accordingto their old routines. The post-measurements are taken once the robot is implementedand the SMEs are working together with their new digital colleague. The timing of thepost-measurement after the implementation of RPA is based on practical experience. Thispartly depends on the type of process. Whether the process is carried out on a daily orweekly basis influences the rapidity of the implementation and trust in the robot.The steps involved in the case studies are described more elaborately in the followingparagraphs.
2.3.1.1 Retrieve expert time estimation Currently, being aware of how much time peo-ple need to execute the process is essential in evaluating the present process cycle timeand process costs of business processes. This assessment is primarily based on subjec-tive statements by the people performing the processes, also known as subject matterexperts (SMEs). This expert estimation of the current state of the process cycle time ofa business process is collected from, where possible, two SMEs as a starting point of thecase study. By collecting an expert time estimation from two SMEs, the results are vali-dated through cross-verification from two sources. Based on this, baselinemeasurementsfor the predefined impact indicators are defined.
2.3.1.2 Validate baseline measurements The present process cycle time of the busi-ness process serves as a baseline measurement for the RPA impact estimation method.
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Since the expert time estimation is primarily based on subjective statements, it needs tobe ensured the collected data for the baseline measurement is correct. Therefore, thedata needs to be validated. This validation is done through real-time quantitative mea-surement of the time people need to execute a complete process cycle. This real-timequantitative measurement can be carried out by timing the SME during the execution ofthe process or by using a simulation [39]. Depending on the applications used in the pro-cess, time indications for triggers that start the process and triggers that end the processcan be collected from the various applications as well. When a difference can be observedbetween the expert time estimation and the quantitative time measurement, the quanti-tative approach is taken as the finalmeasurement. Besides that, a difference also indicatesan inaccurate expert time estimation.
2.3.1.3 Execute RPA impact estimation method This step comprises the estimation ofthe impact of an RPA implementation on a specific process before its actual implementa-tion. This prediction is formulated by applying the newly developed RPA impact estima-tion method as defined in Chapter 4. The application of the method is done by executingan R script based on the baseline measurements. The script can be found in AppendixH and represents the calculations in the method. The output of the method consists ofa set of expected post implementation measurements for the predefined impact indica-tors. These measurements combined provide an estimation of the potential savings, theestimated impact of RPA, respectively.
2.3.1.4 Retrievepost-measurements After the implementation of RPA, the performanceof the business process with respect to productivity is measured. The post-measurementis partly based onmetrics, as stated in the previous paragraph on baseline measurementsbut predominantly based on metrics retrievable from the software robot performancelogs. A definitive endpoint is indefinable for the performance of business processes. Nev-ertheless, in the case of an RPA implementation, the post-measurement consists pre-dominantly of metrics related to software robot performance. These types of quantifi-able metrics can be measured after the deployment of the RPA implementation. As ex-plained earlier, the post-measurement should be carried out once the process is deployedand the employees are used to work together with the robot. This period ranges fromweeks to months, depending on the type of process and the frequency of execution. Thetime for the post-measurement is determined separately for each process. A single post-measurement suffices.
2.3.1.5 Comparemeasurements Based on a comparison of the baselinemeasurementsand the post-measurements, the difference in productivity indicators of the business pro-cess prior to and after the implementation of RPA can be determined. Consequently, theimpact of an RPA implementation on the business process itself can be established. Othercontextual factors that might influence the business process during this implementationare neglected in this research. These contextual factors might include improvements inthe business process due to a critical evaluation of the process before implementing RPA.After applying the RPA impact estimation method in practice, the results of the casestudies are also used to evaluate the effectiveness of the method. A potential differencebetween the baseline measurements and post-measurements would indicate that the es-timated results of implementing RPA for the process are not accurate for that particularmeasuring. The results of the post-measurements alongside the estimation indicate theeffectiveness of the method. Therefore, this comparison allows for an evaluation of the
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developed RPA impact estimation method. The evaluation of the RPA impact estimationmethod concludes the last case study step.

2.3.2 Expert evaluation

The success of themethod in practice can be evaluated by applying theMethod EvaluationModel (MEM) by Moody [38]. The evaluation of the estimation method is based on theconcept that amethod’s success is dependent on twodimensions; efficacy and adoption inpractice. The completeMEMcan be seen in Figure 1. Bymeans of the post-task survey, theexperts are asked to evaluate the efficiency of the method and give their perceptions ofusing themethod. The expert evaluation is added to the research approach in a later stageof the thesis. Due to unexpected societal circumstances, I was able to include seven casesin the multi-case study. An expert evaluation serves as an appropriate addition to theevaluation carried out by multi-case study. The objectives of the method are to clarify therelevant variables in performing an RPA impact estimation, to improve the effectivenessof impact estimations for RPA implementations, and to develop an RPA impact estimationmethod that is applicable in practice. These objectives are evaluated during the expertevaluation.

Figure 1: Method evaluation model (MEM) [38] adjusted to this research; blue is addressed by the
expert evaluation, yellow is addressed by the multi-case study, and red is not addressed.

Since, the experts do not execute all the steps as done in the multi-case study, theexperts are not able to state any details on the actual effectiveness of the method. How-ever, the actual effectiveness (yellow circle) is already evaluated by the multi-case study.The actual efficiency, perceptions and intentions are evaluated by experts (blue circles).Due to the possibilities within the context of this research, actual usage in practice is notevaluated (red circle).
Due to time constraints, a decision is made to include expert evaluations by six RPA ex-perts. These experts are all working at Ciphix in the positions of Implementation Lead andRPA SolutionArchitect. Therefore, they are considered experts regarding the estimation ofthe impact of RPA implementation and the potential use of themethod in practice. Duringthis method evaluation, RPA experts use the developed RPA impact estimation method toperform the estimation task in practice for one project each. Therefore, the RPA impact es-timation method is the independent variable of the evaluation. The variables used in the
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expert evaluation are listed in Table 6. The dependent variables of the evaluation consistof performance based dependent variables and perception based dependent variables.
Table 6: Evaluation variables

Independent Dependent (performance) Dependent (perception)
RPA impact estimation method Efficiency Perceived ease of use

Perceived usefulness
Intention of use

The measurement of the evaluation variables is done by means of a post-task survey,which is shown in Appendix E. In order to apply and evaluate the method, the experts aregiven access to a tool-set that provides all the necessary information on the method priorto answering the questions in the survey. Simultaneously, this tool-set serves as a guidefor the implementation of the RPA impact estimation method in practice. The methodinformation and survey are provided to the experts throughmeans of a Google Form doc-ument. The Google Form is also given in Appendix E. First, the method is introduced andits goal is presented in a short summary. Next, the tools for applying and evaluating themethod are described. The method implementation questions that can be seen in Ap-pendix G are given. The checklist provides information on all the data that needs to begathered prior to executing themethod. The RPA impact estimationmethod itself is givenwith descriptions of the used metrics. In addition, the R script and an example output ofthe script, as shown in Appendix H, is given to show the experts how the method canbe utilized. The method implementation questions in Appendix G provide guidelines forgathering all necessary data for the RPA impact estimationmethod. This checklist is basedon the multi-case study questionnaire, where the questionnaire is filtered on questionsand topics that are ultimately integrated into the method. Lastly, the actual survey ispresented to the experts. The survey questions are listed in Appendix E. The questionswithin the survey are derived from study by Moody [38]. The questions are adapted tothe objectives of the RPA impact estimationmethod. The items in the questionnaire weremeasured using a 5-point Likert scale with negative and positive statements on either sideof the page. The results of the expert evaluation are listed in Chapter 6.
2.3.2.1 Retrieve actual efficacy The actual efficacy relates to performance dependentvariables, since actual efficacy is related to the performance of the estimation task andwhether this performance is improved by the developed method. As mentioned earlier,the effectiveness of the method is evaluated by performing the multi-case study. Resultsof the multi-case study are listed in Chapter 6. The efficiency of the method is evaluatedusing the post-survey completed by experts after using the method in practice. By do-ing so, the experts can evaluate the efficiency of the estimation task in relation to usingthe method instead of the existing estimation approaches at the company. This compar-ison allows them to identify variations in the results of both approaches. Efficiency ofthe method is measured by the amount of effort (time) that is needed to perform theestimation task.
2.3.2.2 Retrieve perceived efficacy Perceived efficacy relates to the first two primaryconstructs in the Technology AcceptanceModel (TAM) [15], which are adopted in theMEM[38]. These constructs are perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. Therefore,
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the first two perception based dependent variables, ease of use and usefulness, relate tothe perceived efficacy of the method. The experts are asked to evaluate the perceivedefficacy of the method using the post-survey. The post-survey questions related to theseperception based dependent variables can be found in Appendix E.
2.3.2.3 Retrieve intentions in practice Adoption in practice relates towhich extent usersintend to use themethod in practice. This concerns the third primary construct in the TAM[15]. The intention to use variablemeasures the intention to use of themethod in practice.Therefore, this is the third dependent variable within the expert evaluation. The post-survey questions related to these perception based dependent variables can be found inAppendix E.
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3 Theoretical framework

This chapter elaborates on the common understanding of concepts used in this study,which serves as a theoretical foundation for this thesis. The performed literature reviewhighlights the gap that currently exists in the literature.
3.1 Robotic Process Automation
Themain reviewquestion addressed in this section of the theoretical framework is: “What
do RPA and its purpose entail according to existing research?”.
3.1.1 What is RPA?

The primary focus of RPA is on mimicking repetitive, rule-based, standardized, computer-centered tasks acrossmultiple business applications currently performedbyhumanagents[14, 45, 51]. Implementing RPA implies that these tasks are performed by software robots,i.e., digital agents. Gartner, Inc. [21] defines RPA as: “a productivity tool that allows a userto configure one or more scripts (bots) to activate specific keystrokes in an automatedfashion. The result is that the bots can be used to mimic or emulate selected tasks withinan overall business or IT process”. The RPA software performs rule-based [if, then, else]statements on well-structured data, which typically uses GUI (Graphical User Interface)automation [22, 45]. RPA is particularly useful as a process automation approach whereproper system integration, such as APIs, are not available [23].Van der Aalst, et al. [49] states that RPA differs from other approaches by using an‘outside-in’ approach, which means nothing is changed to the existing information sys-tems. The adoption of RPA is reported to be growing fast. This growth is due to the abilityof organizations to automate their processes without needing to replace their legacy com-puting systems [20, 51, 52]. The value associated with earlier technology investments canbe unlocked with the use of RPA, as stated by Fabrizio Biscotti, research vice presidentat Gartner, Inc. [20]. Other approaches, such as STP (Straight Through Processing), con-sist of the redesign of existing systems, where RPA is centered around the replacement ofhuman interactions with software agents [49].
3.1.2 Adoption of RPA

According to Gartner, Inc. [20], RPA software revenue grew 63,1% in 2018 to $846 mil-lion. The biggest adopters are banks, insurance companies, telecommunications opera-tors, and utility companies since they aim to ensure integration with their many legacysystems using RPA [20]. Growth predictions made by Forrester on RPA market revenue in2017 [18] and 2018 [25] appeared to be projected lower than reported in April 2019 [34].This vast growth in revenue reflects the general adoption of RPA. Where Forrester pre-dicted 40% of enterprises to have automation centers and frameworks in place in 2019,by April 2019, they are mostly on track [34]. Looking forward to 2020, the vice president,principal analyst at Forrester, states that “adaptiveness is the key to future success in aworld of automation and AI” [24].
3.2 Impact of RPA
Themain reviewquestion addressed in this section of the theoretical framework is: “What
are the indicators and metrics to analyze effective RPA implementations?”.
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3.2.1 RPA impact analysis

Prior to the adoption of RPA, organizations should assess the economic viability of RPA [11].This assessment can be done through a cost-benefit analysis. Crucial for the performanceof such an analysis is the accuracy of the baseline measurements on which the expectedreturn is based. The impact of RPA can be evaluated through measurable process cycletime and process costs of processes. Therefore, the process cycle time and process costsof a process should be evaluated onmeasurability during the process identification phase[12]. The process cycle time and process costs of processes define to what extent a reduc-tion or saving will be achieved by implementing RPA. The savings are directly linked withFTE reduction, process cycle time improvement, and expansion of work capacity, which allplay a vital role in the ROI of RPA. Evidently, this illustrates the primary drivers for RPA im-plementations [36]. According toWanner et al. [50], expansion of work capacity relates to“enabling companies to free up resources and to reallocate them to activities with a focuson creating business value and customer satisfaction”. Anagnoste [2] confirms that RPAinduces people to focus on high-value adding tasks. To summarize, industry practitionersadvise using quantitative impact indicators that allow for accuratemeasurements on a setof predefined performance metrics [13].With impact analysis, ‘before’ and ‘after’ situations are compared for automated pro-cesses with respect to productivity [13]. In general, organizations multiply the manualeffort by the employee’s salary to refer to the ‘before’ situation. Therefore, manual laborcosts might change as a result of productivity changes. The sum of the RPA tool costs, theRPA development costs, and the employees’ salaries who maintain RPA are used to referto the ‘after’ situation. The comparison of these ‘before’ and ‘after’ measurements canbe seen as the generated ROI, which is elaborated on in Section 3.2.2. A study by Wan-ner et al. [50] confirms that the profitability of RPA (ROI) is examined by comparing thefixed and variable cost of human labor versus the fixed and variable cost of RPA. Wanneret al. [50] included an exclusive number of determinants in their study that focused onthe economic profitability of RPA.In addition, other performance metrics can be utilized to compare quantitative pro-ductivity indicators before and after the use of software robots. Thus, these performancemetrics canbeutilized to assess the actual impact of anRPA implementation. Performancemetrics related to productivity provide a clear quantitative demonstration of the financial,business, and operational impact on business processes and the organization itself [13].Capgemini [7] published a report where they discussed the quantifiable indicators compa-nies use to determine the success of their RPA implementation. Cost reduction, speed ofthe process, reducing risk and improving compliance, increasing the % of standardization,and improving the quality of work and data were quantifiable indicators identified as themost important when measuring the success of the RPA implementations. The indicatorsdirected related to productivity are included in this research, which can be seen in Table7. Looking into earlier performed case studies [31, 52], it is suggested byWanner et al. [50]that “the success of RPA projects depend significantly on the availability of a standardizedmethod to quantify and compare the automation potential of process tasks”. Besides that,different viewpoints of relevant topics regarding success factors for RPA projects in prac-tice were elicited through an expert survey. The need for economic efficiency is agreed onby all experts. Therefore, it is confirmed that a reliable estimation of the financial poten-tial of RPA projects prior to the implementation is needed. The aforementioned indicatorsneeded to develop a reliable RPA impact estimationmethod are elaborated on in the nextsection.
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3.2.2 RPA impact indicators and metrics

Quantitative RPA impact indicators and performance metrics related to productivity wereidentified in the literature. These indicators andmetrics are listed in Table 7. A comparisonthese indicators before and after the use of software robots indicates the impact of theserobots. Explanations for each of the indicators are given in the following paragraphs.
Table 7: RPA productivity impact indicators and metrics specification

Nr Impact indicator Impact metric
1 Generated ROI Cost of human labor - cost of RPA [50]

Time taken to generate ROI [37]
2 Manual labor costs FTE (number of hours saved per year) [36]
3 Process velocity/

cycle time
a) Process speed/execution time/lead time [9, 13, 50]
b) Response time [10]
c) Waiting time [50]

4 Execution frequency Amount of times a process is executed within a specific
time frame and its variance [50]

5 Resource utilization Human agents downtime versus digital agents downtime.
Human resources freed up. Number of hours robots
and humans are efficiently used: busy hours/available
hours [13, 50]

The Return On Investment (ROI) generated by implementing RPA indicates the generalprofitability of this implementation. Fixed and variable costs can be taken into accountwhen the ROI is calculated. ROI is calculated by dividing the cost of human labor [6] bythe cost of RPA [26]. ROI is expressed as a percentage. In this calculation, the time takento generate ROI is included as well [37].When implementing RPA, automated processes do not require human agents to per-formmanual labor anymore. With that, manual labor costs are saved. Thesemanual laborcosts can be measured in full-time equivalents (FTEs) [36]. Temporary labor can be savedas well for periods of high demand, which can be especially expensive. The utilization ofsoftware robots can be scaled appropriately against marginal costs, in comparison to thecosts of human demand peaks [16]. However, looking at labor savings “does not do justiceto the power of the software because there are multiple business benefits”, as Willcocksstates in an interview with McKinsey [51].Research by Wanner et al. [50] provided a quantifiable method for process selectionin RPA projects. As far as the quantified indicators and the profitability analysis are con-cerned, their research is useful as groundwork for other methods that rely on quantifiedhuman labor variables such as execution time and frequency. Quantifiable indicatorsweredefined based on existing case studies and an expert survey in which AutomationAny-Where, UiPath, Blue Prism, Ernst & Young, Brightcape, and Capgemini participated. Asidefrom its definition of a set of useful determinants, the research does not prescribe away tomeasure and analyze these determinants accurately. The most commonly mentioned in-
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dicators are process execution time and process execution frequency. Process speed andprocess execution time are measures of process velocity. Process velocity can be seen asprocess cycle time. The processing speed is related to how fast a human or robot is ableto cycle through items [13]. Thus, process velocity concerns the amount of time it takesto complete a process from input to output [9, 16]. With human agents and digital agentsworking together, the expectation is for processes to be performed much faster [9, 16]. Inother words, an increased process velocity is expected after the deployment of RPA.In addition to an increased process velocity, improvements in average handling time(AHT) of processing a queue of items can be measured. The fact that software robots canbe utilized 24/7, which human agents can not, enables this improvement. Typically, soft-ware robots can handle processing through a more significant number of processes faster[8]. This benefit can result in faster response time to clients [10] since waiting times forhuman agents to continue their work can shorten as well [50]. By comparing the amountof time humans need to execute a complete process cycle with the time it takes a soft-ware robot to execute a complete process, a possible increase in process velocity can beshown [9].Process execution frequency is an indicator of the task suitability of RPA. Frequentlyperformed tasks or tasks with high volumes are classified as suitable for RPA [3]. Processexecution frequency is also an indicator used in the calculation of the FTE equivalent bymultiplying it with the process velocity [50]. Process execution variance is an indicatorthat is particularly important when comparing before and after situations. The executionvariance concerns the amount of work performed by a human agent or a digital agent.Therefore, this determines whether measurements constitute a valid comparison.Process accuracy relates to correct data inputs, completion of all process steps, correctrule-application, and human errors [45]. By deploying RPA, organizations aim to optimizebusiness processes in terms of these accuracy aspects.Since human agents have needs for intermissions, the amount of downtime a humanagent needs to sustain in order to complete a process differs from a digital agent [13]. Theinfrequent upgrade interruptions software robots need imply that the implementationof digital agents can result in increased continuous work instead of continuous human re-source consumption [50]. The utilization of software robots enables companies to free uphuman resources to focus on value-adding activities [14]. Due to the reallocation of hu-man agents, their productivity changes [10]. This reallocation can be conducted becauseof the digital agent enablement.
3.3 Impact estimation of RPA
Themain reviewquestion addressed in this section of the theoretical framework is: “What
constitutes current best practice in relation to estimating the impact of RPA implementa-
tions?”. Therefore, this section describes why the impact of RPA is estimated prior toimplementations, what current problems are with these impact estimations and what ap-proaches exist to estimate the impact of an RPA implementation.
3.3.1 Importance of upfront impact estimations

In an EY report on the impact of Robotics, RPA, and AI, Lamberton et al. [33] definednot having an RPA business case upfront as one of the ten common issues in failed RPAprojects. Kuder [29], a principal at Deloitte Consulting LLP, states that “many RPA hic-cups stem from poor expectation management”. Subsequently, Boulton [4] advocatesthat proper expectation management is needed to avoid infeasible claims upfront. For a
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successful RPA implementation, it is essential to understand the RPA potential of businessprocesses, prior to starting an RPA initiative [23]. By doing so, organizations canmake surethe costs of RPA do not outweigh the acquired savings.
3.3.2 Existing approaches for RPA impact estimations

Studies have shown that processmining techniques can be used to identify processeswiththe highest automation potential automatically [49]. Leno et al. [35] and Jimenez-Ramirezet al. [28] took a step in improving the process analysis of the RPA lifecycle, by quantifyingthe baseline measurement of business processes using UI logs through a screen-mouse-key-logger. Using these logs and process discovery algorithms, process models that accu-rately map the current process could be developed. Unfortunately, practitioner experi-ence has taught us that organizations are often not compliant in logging human agents’behavior [14]. Another approach used in current research to analyze business processesis simulation [39]. Although the research by Reijers et al. [40] showed that simulation is avalid initiative to validate measurements, they identified a number of problems with theapplication of simulation in this context.A number of approaches have been carried out to facilitate accurate baselinemeasure-ments for an impact estimation [28, 35, 40, 49]. Besides that, research by Wanner et al.[50] described metrics to determine the automation potential of processes using processmining, Meda [37] described indicators for performing an ROI analysis, and UiPath Inc.[46] described an assessment of processes followed by a cost-benefit analysis.
3.3.3 Problems with RPA impact estimations

Currently, the impact of RPA is often measured using an estimation of the saved FTE thatis achieved by automating a process. Saving FTE is linked to reducing costs and improvingresource utilization. The problem is that most companies assess the potential impact ofRPA based on data that is gathered through subjective statements of human agents in-volved in the execution of the process. These subjective statements are used, since mostof the time, there is no quantitative log data available to basemeasures such as executiontime on [50]. Besides that, the FTE reduction is often calculated by merely removing allFTE needed in the traditional process once RPA is implemented. A more thorough analy-sis of the amount of FTE that can be removed is necessary. In some cases, the impact ofRPA was measured by the actual reduction in throughput time in the automated processmeasured after the implementation has been carried out [31]. This post-implementationanalysis can serve as a confirmation of the purpose of the implementation. However, anestimate prior to implementation is still desirable.Inadequate measurements jeopardize the company’s decision quality when it comesto RPA implementations [32, 52]. Case studies show that companies, which at least usesome measurable indicators, achieve better results [3, 31, 43]. This can be seen in studieswere quantifying technologies as processmining are used [50]. Current research indicatesthat effective RPA implementations heavily rely on quantifiable measures of its potentialprior to the project that go beyond a simple total FTE reduction. A tangible standardizedmethod for effectively estimating the impact of RPA based on quantitative baseline mea-surements that can be readily applied in practice without leveraging other technologiesis not yet defined in the literature. A next step would be to develop a method inspiredby the previous examples to quantified baseline measurements, which results in an accu-rate indication of the business process performance after RPA implementation that canbe deployed based on predefined guidelines.
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4 Initial RPA impact estimation method

As described in themultivocal literature review in Chapter 3, several researchers describedestimation approaches that are relevant to the development of the RPA impact estimationmethod.An impact estimation can be performed based on three drivers of RPA. These driversare accuracy, accountability, and productivity [5]. For this research, the focus lies withestimating the impact of RPA on productivity, hence the financial impact on an organiza-tion. Productivity comprises resource utilization, process velocity, andmanual labor costs.These three productivity indicators contribute to an overall ROI-evaluation [16]. A quanti-tative approach is employed in this research, where the analysis is limited to a number ofdeterminants exclusively focused on quantifiablemeasures. Thereby, solely those sourcesthat include performance indicators that can be examined using quantitativemethods areselected. The following methods are selected:
1. Method that describes indicators for performing an ROI analysis [37],
2. Method that describes a detailed expert assessment of processes and a cost/benefitanalysis [46], and
3. Method that describes metrics for the automation potential of processes [50].
The selected methods are analyzed. Based on the analyses, a new standardized RPAimpact estimation method is developed. The analyzed methods serve as building blocksfor the standardized RPA impact estimation method. They serve as building blocks sincethere are valuable components in the fundamentals of these methods.

4.1 Estimation methods analyses
Three methods are selected for analysis. In order to analyze the methods, the methodsare visualized according to an indicator and equation based template. The equations arebased on my interpretation of the method descriptions provided by the authors. This vi-sualization allows for a proper comparison between the various elements of the threemethods.
Method 1Meda [37], an RPA evangelist working for companies such as Automation Anywhere, de-signed a strategy for defining RPA performancemetrics, which can be used to calculate theexpected outcome of an RPA implementation. Savings due to manual labor reduction andbenefits due to productivity gain are weighed against the total costs of an RPA solution.The expected impact of an RPA implementation in Equation 4 of Table 8 is calculated bythe yearly benefits (Y B = ManualLaborSavings+ProductvityGain) in Equation 1 and theyearly costs (YC = EstimatedCostO f Solution) in Equation 3. The indicators that are usedin the analysis are described in Table 9. Although quality, business agility, regulatory com-pliance, and customer satisfaction are included in the calculation as well, they are basedon estimations that are not quantitatively justified. Therefore, they are not consideredeligible for the development of the RPA impact estimation method in this research.
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Table 8: Equations for method 1 [37]

Number Equation
1 YB = MLS + (MLS * PP)
2 MLS = (PN * SH * EF) * 52 * VLCR
3 YC = TPC + AMS + CST
4 Impact = YB - YC

Table 9: Indicators for the impact analysis of method 1 [37]

Indicator Description
MLS Yearly manual labor savings: (PN * SH * EF) * 52 weeks * VLCR
PP Percentage productivity gain: depends on case (15% on average)
PN Number of processes automated
SH Average saved hours per process run
EF Average execution frequency per week: PN * SH * EF = saved hours per week
VLCR Average cost rate of human labor per hour
TPC Tool platform cost: initial cost
AMS Annual maintenance and support: yearly cost
CST Consultant services and training: initial cost

Method 2Wanner et al. [50] proposed a quantifiable method to assess the automation potential ofbusiness processes. Part of this method is a profitability analysis that caters to the esti-mation of the impact of an RPA implementation on a business process. During the prof-itability analysis, they made use of various productivity metrics, as can be seen in Table10. The difference between the cost analysis of human labor (CAhl = FixedLaborCosts+
VariableLaborCosts) in Equation 5 and the cost analysis of robotic labor (CArl =FixedRoboticCosts+
VariableRoboticCosts) in Equation 6 results in the expected profit, the estimated impactof an RPA implementation respectively. The estimated impact is shown in Equation 7. Theindicators that are used in the analysis are described in Table 11.

Table 10: Equations for method 2 [50]

Number Equation
5 CAhl = FLCR + (VLCR * EF * ET * (1 - AR))
6 CArl = (FRCR * SD * ST * (1 - AR)) + (VRCR * (EF/FR))
7 Impact = CAhl - CArl
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Table 11: Indicators for the equations of method 2 [50]

Indicator Description
FLCR Sum of execution-independent overhead costs
VLCR Average cost rate of human labor per hour
EF Average execution frequency of process
ET Average execution time of process
AR Automation rate of process: percentage of the process to be automated
FRCR Cost of building the software robot
SD Standardization of process: number of different prior and following activities
ST Stability of process: sum of squared differences in ET, normalized on EF*ET
VRCR Cost rate of executing a process: depends on RPA vendor
FR Failure rate of process: throwbacks ratio of process transactions

Method 3The RPA vendor UiPath developed a platformwhere the automation lifecycle of processescan be tracked [46]. Within this platform, users are able to discover, prioritize and tracktheir automation ideas. Part of this is an elaborate cost benefit analysis, which can beperformed for each process idea. The equations for this analysis are listed in Table 12. Theautomation costs (AC) in Equation 8 are based on the summation of the total implementa-tion people costs (IPC) in Equation 9, the RPA software costs (SC) in Equation 10, and thehuman labor costs after automation (HLCA) in Equation 11 and 12. The automation bene-fits (AB) in Equation 14 are based on the running (human labor) costs before automation(HLCB) in Equation 13 divided by the automation costs in Equation 8.
Table 12: Equations for method 3 [46]

Number Equation
8 AC = IPC + SC + HLCA
9 IPC = ∑(PCT ∗ IMD)

10 SC = LC * LN
11 HCLA = (FTE * APH) * EFC
12 FTE = ((V * ET) + (ER * RWT) + (RW * RVT)) / WD * WH
13 HCLB = FTE * EFC
14 AB (Impact) = HLCB - AC
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Table 13: Indicators for the equations of method 3 [46]

Indicator Description
PCT People cost type (Implementation Lead, Solution Architect, Developer)
IMD Number of implementation days (for each cost type)
LC License costs per year (based on license type)
LN Number of licenses
FTE Full-time equivalent
EFC Average employee cost full year (1 FTE)
V Average transaction volume per selected frequency (e.g. daily)
ET Average execution time per transaction
ER Average error rate of total volume of transactions
RWT Average rework time per transaction
RW Average percentage of total volume to be reviewed by a human agent
RVT Average review time per transaction
WD Average number of working days per year
WH Average number of working hours per day: WD * WH = 1 FTE
APH Automation potential percentage handled by human agent after automation
HLCB Total human labor costs before automation

4.2 RPA impact estimation method
Research by Wanner et al. [50] described metrics to determine the automation potentialof processes, Meda [37] described indicators for performing an ROI analysis, and UiPathInc. [46] described a detailed assessment of processes followed by a cost-benefit analy-sis. However, none of the methods are comprehensive enough to allow for an in-depthestimation based on a set of baseline measurements that can be readily applied in prac-tice. The analysis in Section 4.1 showed that combined, they can serve as building blocksfor a new standardized RPA impact estimation method. Experience in practice shows thata simple FTE reduction is not valid for most of the RPA projects. Often employees haveto process transactions that are not processed by the robot based on business rule ex-ceptions or employees have to assess the work of the robot based on reports. This timeshould also be taken into account in the impact assessment.Consequently, a standardized RPA impact estimation method is developed that fo-cuses on the impact estimation of RPA on a single process. The high-level structure ofthe method is visualized in Table 14. The method consists of three main steps; calculatecurrent labor costs, calculate automation costs, and calculate the overall impact on costs,which are listed in the left column of Table 14. These main steps consist of various sub-steps, which reflect specific calculations. The corresponding formulas are displayed in theright column of the table. The metrics used in the formulas displayed in the figure areclarified in Table 15. In practice, a tool can be employed to implement themethod. Duringthe multi-case study, the method is executed by means of an R script. The script is basedon a set of variables, which reflect the metrics in Table 15. This script can be found in Ap-pendix H. An R script or any other type of tool is employable in practice to quickly retrievethe output of the method based on variable input data.
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Table 14: RPA impact estimation method

Estimation method Calculations
Calculate current labor costs

Calculate needed FTE FTE = ((ET * EF) + (ER * RWT)
+ (RW * RVT)) / WD * WH

Calculate cost of needed FTE CLC = FTE * CFTE
Calculate automation costs AC = SLC + DC + ALC
Calculate software license costs SLC = LC * LN
Calculate development costs DC = ∑PCT ∗ IMD

Calculate FTE costs after RPA ALC = (FTE * (1 - AR)) * CFTE
Calculate overall impact on costs

Current labor costs minus
the automation costs Impact = CLC - AC

Table 15: RPA impact estimation method metrics with original sources

Metric Description
FTE Full-time equivalent [37, 46, 50]
ET Average execution time per transaction [46, 50]
EF Average execution frequency of transaction per year [37, 46, 50]
ER Average error rate of total volume of transactions [46]
RWT Average rework time per transaction [46]
RW Average percentage of total volume to be reviewed by a human agent [46]
RVT Average review time per transaction [46]
WD Average number of working days per year [46]
WH Average number of working hours per day: WD * WH = 1 FTE [46]
CLC Current labor costs [37, 46, 50]
CFTE Average cost of 1 FTE [37, 46, 50]
AC Automation costs [37, 46, 50]
SLC Software license costs per year (based on license type) [37, 46]
LN Number of licenses [46]
IMD Number of implementation days [46]
DC Development costs [37, 46, 50]
PCT People cost type (Implementation Lead, Solution Architect, Developer) [46, 50]
AR Automation rate of process [46, 50]
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5 Multi-case study

The applicability and effectiveness of the new RPA impact estimation method are testedby applying it to several cases in practice. Therefore, the case study addresses the thirdand fourth sub-research questions defined in Chapter 2. By executing the RPA impact es-timation method for the various cases, RQ3 is addressed. It addresses how the impactof an RPA implementation can be estimated using such a standardized method. The in-terpretation of the data resulting from the case analyses addresses the evaluation of theimpact of RPA implementations, as mentioned in RQ4.Each of the cases included in the research is executed according to the same casestudy protocol. The case study protocol is derived from the guiding paper by Runesonand Höst [42], which defines a case study protocol adapted to software engineering. Thecase study protocol describes what purpose the case study serves, what design decisionsfor the case study are made, and what the field procedures are for carrying out the casestudy. The data that is collected during the multi-case study is stored and combined in alocal database folder. Subsections of this local database are included in Appendix D. Thefollowing section describes how the case study is used as an instrument to address thesub-research questions in detail.
5.1 Case study protocol

General

The research includes amulti-case study where the new RPA impact estimationmethod isapplied and studied formultiple cases [54]. Thus, the object of study is the newRPA impactestimation method. This type of study is designed to collect data on multiple businessprocesses at more than one point in time. The studied processes exist in their context andare executed separately. Nevertheless, executing the RPA estimationmethod is replicatedfor each case. Besides that, each case concerns a business process whose characteristicsqualify for an RPA implementation. This replication makes the cases suitable for a multi-case study. The multi-case study allows for collecting evidence on the use of the methodfrom multiple sources. Therefore, the findings can be easier to generalize.The multi-case study consists of five steps, as described in Section 2.3. The cases startwith retrieving expert time estimations of the process. Baseline measurements are re-trieved to perform the RPA impact estimation method. Post-measurements are retrievedto evaluate the impact of the RPA implementation and to evaluate the estimate that themethod provided.
Procedures

The research includes seven cases in which the RPA impact estimation method is exam-ined. Each of these cases conforms to contextual factors relevant to the comparison be-tween the cases, as described in Section 2.3.1. In order for the method to be applicable invarious sectors and types of business processes, the seven cases include different types ofprocesses. For the same reason, the processes included in the case study are carried outat several companies. The automation project must consist solely of an RPA implementa-tion during the phase of measuring. If cases involved multiple automation initiatives, thepost-measurement results would not reflect the exact impact of just the RPA implemen-tation on the business process. Cases 6 and 7 are the only ones carried out by the sameSME. Therefore, these cases are carried out simultaneously.
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The interviews conducted in the first two steps of the case study are taken from thepeople performing the process in practice i.e., the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). Theirroles differ from business controllers and claim managers to engineers and operation of-ficers. In every case, it boils down to the executive role in the various processes. TheSMEs are asked to sign a consent form before the start of the interview. The consent formcan be found in Appendix B. Since the cases concern processes that are usually carriedout by one person, one SME is interviewed and monitored per case. The interviews aretaken during a one-on-one conversation with the SMEs. Therefore, the answers, as wellas the measures, are taken by me. The interviews are not written out, because this re-search deals with measures, not with contextual conversation during the interviews. So,for the questions aimed at obtaining certain measurements, I have only noted the mea-sures. For the questions aimed at obtaining information thatmight be needed to interpretthe measures correctly, I have noted these answers down concisely in a few words. Thiscan be seen in the results in Appendix D. Where this interview data is stored, is explainedin Section 5.1.During the phases where the baseline measurements and the post-measurements aremeasured, two methods are used to measure the metrics in question. By monitoring theSME while he/she performs the process, the metrics can be measured by measuring thetime people are engaged in a particular task. The post-measurements consists of dataretrieved from the robot performance logs, such as the process execution time and theprocess execution frequencies. Besides that, the SMEs are asked again how much timethey still need to be engaged in the process in order for the process to be completed.
Research instruments

Business process data for the various cases are collected at predefined time points, whichare similar for each case. This way of collecting data allows for a consistent assessmentof the performance of business processes over time, prior to and after the implementa-tion of RPA. Table 16 refers to each of the case study steps as mentioned in 2.3 and thecorresponding data collection method.
Table 16: Case study data collection methods

Case study step Collection method
Retrieve expert time estimation Interviews with SMEs
Validate baseline measurements Interviews with SMEs

+ Monitoring SMEs
Execute RPA impact estimation method Method execution
Retrieve post-measurements Monitoring robot performance

+ Optional interviews with SMEs
Compare measurements Compare baseline and post-measurements

+ Compare post-measurements with
estimation method outcome

Data is collected for each of the variables used in the RPA impact estimation method.
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An overview of the variables is listed in Table 17. A template is created which incorporatesthe questions to be asked to the SMEs. This template can be used for processing thecases at each company. The list of questions and techniques used to collect this data isdescribed in Appendix C. The collected data is stored in a local database folder, where-after the data for all cases is combined in a local database spreadsheet. A translation ofthis spreadsheet is included in Appendix D. Based on this data, the RPA impact estimationmethod is executed.
Table 17: Case study data collection metrics

Case study data collection variables
Execution time (min) Other people involved (Y/N) Review rate (%) Developer days
Cycle time (hours) Involved time (min) Review time (min) Developer rate
Execution frequency (p.w.) People still needed (Y/N) Review removed (Y/N) Solution Architect days
Time spend (h.p.w.) Involved time saved (min) Working hours (p.w.) Solution Architect rate
Peak periods in volume (Y/N) Error rate (%) FTE needed Implementation Lead days
Peak description Reprocess time (min) FTE cost Implementation Lead rate
Velocity changes (Y/N) Reprocess removed (Y/N) Robot license type
Velocity description Automation rate (%) License users

Data analysis

During the first step of the case study, expert time estimations are retrieved for processcycle times, process execution frequencies, and the amount of time spent on the processdaily. These measures are collected in a case-specific data input file. In order to validatethe time estimations, baseline measurements are retrieved by monitoring the SMEs asthey perform the process. With interviews as a qualitative method and measurements asa quantitative method, methodological triangulation is applied by using these differenttypes of data collection methods in the first two steps.Subsequently, the RPA impact estimation method is deployed to estimate the financialimpact of the RPA implementation based on the retrieved data in the previous steps. Themethod is performed using an R script based on data in the input file. The R script can befound in Appendix H. Post-measurements are retrieved when the RPA implementation isfinal to measure how the robot performance has changed the process. Lastly, the resultsfrom the RPA impact estimationmethod execution in step 3 are comparedwith the resultsfrom the post-measurements to evaluate the effectiveness of the estimationmethod. Thedifference between the baseline and post-measurements is investigated to evaluate theimpact of the RPA implementation. The results of the comparison step are used to de-termine the effectiveness and applicability of the RPA impact estimation method. Wherenecessary, the results can be used to alter the method or its components to a better fit.

5.2 Cases

During the multi-case study, seven cases were included in applying the designed RPA im-pact estimation method. I aimed for the inclusion of ten cases at varying types of compa-nies. Due to the abnormal societal circumstances during my thesis period, I was able tocomplete seven case studies in varying types of companies. This is elaborated on more in
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the discussion in Chapter 8. A description of the cases is provided in the following para-graphs.Tables 18 and 19 list the core characteristics of the processes included in themulti-casestudy. The type of process is listed for each case, as well as which sector applies to thetype of company at which the process is carried out. The table list how many transac-tion items are processed for each case weekly. Besides that, the employee hours neededto process these transaction items weekly are listed. The defined error rates before theimplementation of RPA and afterward are listed. In addition, the table lists the automa-tion rate of the process in terms of how much of the current process is carried out by therobot. The development time of the RPA implementation is listed as well to emphasizethe short implementation time as a requirement for the chosen projects in the multi-casestudy. Next, the amount of employee hours that are saved weekly by implementing RPAis listed. An estimation that can be made according to the results from the RPA impactestimation method is the number of months needed to obtain a return on investment.This estimation is listed in the last column.The case numbers correspondwith the case numbers in Appendix D. Appendix D showsthe results of the data collection for each of the cases as well as the results of applyingthe RPA impact estimation method. The data in the columns named "Hours needed","Hours saved", and "Months to ROI" are based on the calculations made within the RPAimpact estimationmethod. Therefore, these are part of the overall results of applying theRPA impact estimation method to these cases. All results regarding the execution of themethod can be found in Table 30 in Appendix D.
Table 18: Cases included in the multi-case study (part 1)

Case Type of process Sector Transaction items
(weekly)

Hours needed
(weekly) (pre)

1 Invoice claims Insurance 5 items 0.9 hours
2 IT on-boarding Commercial bank 8 items 8.8 hours
3 Sales orders Airline 35 items 2.36 hours
4 Data validation Airline 300 items 29.25 hours
5 Loan processing Commercial bank 30 items 8 hours
6 Data back up Investment management 7 items 1.17 hours
7 Server monitoring Investment management 1 item 0.17 hours
Case 1 concerns a process for an insurerwhere intermediaries report claims for employ-ees who have become incapacitated for work. The claims are retrieved through email.These emails are read and processed in an application. The application needs to loadabout three minutes before each transaction. During the process, the application oftenneeds to load for a while as well. For this reason, processing these claims is a non-valueadding task that unnecessarily takes up much time for the employees. Since the processconcerns five transaction items per week, currently, the employees spend 3,5 hours permonth on the process. Therefore, the number of transactions to be processed by the em-ployees is not considerably high at the moment. The organization has decided to applyRPA in this case, as the demand for the processing of these transactions will increase sig-nificantly in the following months/years. An RPA solution is more scalable and cheaperthan scaling up the number of employees involved in this process. The processing time
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Table 19: Cases included in the multi-case study (part 2)

Case Error rate
pre/post

Automation
rate

Development
time

Hours saved
(weekly) (post) Months to ROI

1 5% / 0% 95% 4 weeks 0.8 hours +2 years
2 5% / 0% 95% 2 weeks 7.6 hours 12 months
3 5% / 0% 100% 1,5 week 1.75 hours 14 months
4 2% / 0% 99% 3 weeks 24.75 17 months
5 0% / 0% 100% 2 weeks 7.5 hours 11 months
6 1% / 0% 100% 1 week 1.17 hours +2 years
7 1% / 0% 100% 1 week 0.17 hours 11 months

does not decrease when the robot executes the process. The main advantage lies in thefact that employees no longer have to do this themselves. The automation rate is set at95% since 5% of the claims are missing essential input data from the intermediaries. Inthat case, the employees have to make contact with the intermediaries in order to fill thegap in necessary input data.Case 2 concerns a process at the IT department of a company where all IT-related set-ups are handled for their employees. Before the start day of a new employee, a number ofsteps have to be taken to set up the correct accounts and rights. This process consists of alarge number of applications where data needs to be gathered and processed. However,the process steps are reasonably standardized. If a scenario occurs in which the robot isnot able to complete the process, the employees can finish it themselves. The employeesestimated the number of transactions that are considered not viable or partly not viablefor the robot at 5% of the total amount. That is why an automation rate of 95% is defined.Case 3 concerns a process that handles the registration ofmaterial deliveries in the SAPapplication. An Excel file with predefined orders is used to check if the material deliveryhas already been registered in SAP. If this is not the case, the corresponding values areentered into SAP. After the registration, the status of the previously used order number ischanged in the Excel file. A report is sent to the interested party. The entire process flow isembedded in the RPA solution. Due to the high workload of the employees who carry outthis process, this registration process is often neglected or carried out too late. Therefore,an increase in overall employee productivity and more continuity in the registration ofdeliveries are the main goals for implementing RPA for this business process.Case 4 concerns a process where data is checked on completeness and possible er-rors. Data is retrieved from multiple source applications and then checked for mismatch.If necessary, the data is enriched or modified. This manual process is quite error-prone.Eventually, all the correct data is collected and entered into the SAP application. RPA isimplemented to overcome the risks of data to be booked incompletely or data to be notbooked at all due to this incompleteness. The RPA solution covers this entire process. 1%of the transaction items remain for the employees to process. These transaction itemsinclude those items where the robot did not succeed or where special business rule ex-ceptions where defined.Case 5 concerns a process where loans are created for organizations. In order to createloans, data has to be converted into an appropriate structure for the input application.
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Based on the loans, payment orders are created, which have to be assigned to a workitem. For each of the loans, collateral has to be created and approved. After creating thecollateral, the work item is updated. This process consists of multiple inter-dependencies,which causes these tasks to be put on hold for employees at multiple times during theprocess. The complete process is taken care of by the robot, where the idle moments areefficiently spent on other transaction items or other processes.Case 6 concerns a process that makes sure particular documents are uploaded daily toa secured data center. Prior to uploading the set of files to the data center, a check hasto be performed to make sure the most recent files are uploaded. The employee checksif the files are not older than 24 hours. If the files are not up to date, they have to beexported from the source application. If the files are up to date, they are uploaded to thesecured data center. After implementing RPA, these process steps are all performed bythe robot. The difference is that the export from the source application is not retrievedby navigating to the source application but using an API request. Another change to theprocess is that the documents are not uploaded every day but every workday. This is achange that resulted from critically reviewing the process whilst determine the scope forRPA.Case 7 concerns a process that checks the availability of all agents/servers. The moni-toring of these agents is done every Sunday to prevent employees from running into prob-lems when they start work on Monday. If an agent is not running, an incident issue hasto be submitted. Currently, an employee is scheduled to monitor such availability checkson Sunday. This particular check is carried out once every Sunday. By deploying an RPAsolution for this process, it is not necessary for an employee to perform this particularcheck manually anymore. Therefore, the main value of implementing RPA for this processis that it is not necessary to schedule an employee to perform these checks on Sunday. Inaddition, the check can easily be scaled up and carried out hourly in the future. Both themonitoring and reporting part of the process is in scope for the robot.
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6 Results

In this chapter, the results of applying the developed RPA impact estimation method inpractice are presented. The multi-case study and the expert evaluation are described. Ashort input data quality analysis is performed to describe the role that quality and accu-rateness in this regard have on the method outcome.
6.1 Multi-case study
The RPA impact estimation method is improved continuously during the execution of themulti-case study. These adjustments to the method are primarily focused on the calcula-tions used for the metrics. Making the necessary changes to the method during the casesallowed me to iterate over all the cases using the most up-to-date version of the method.Therefore, a continuous evaluation flowof themethod is enabled. The revised RPA impactestimation method, with its accompanying adjustments, can be found in Chapter 7.The next section describes the results noted for each of the cases separately. The re-sults are based on the values for the baseline measurements, post-measurements, andthe execution of the estimation method for each case. These values can be found in Ap-pendix D. The section after that describes the results based on an across-case analysis.
6.1.1 Within-case analysis

Case 1 results show that the desired reduction in the error rate has not (yet) been achieved.Missing input data from the intermediaries cause the error rate in this process. This causesbusiness rule exceptions for a number of transactions that the employees of the insurancecompany have to reprocess the transactions. Currently, the company is guiding the inter-mediaries to provide complete and correct input data. This is an ongoing process, whichwill provide an increasing supply of useful input data. In the current phase of the RPAproject, a brief verification of the results of the robot is being carried out. This verificationis expected to be removed in the following weeks. In terms of robot performance, therobot is two times faster in performing the process than the employees. As a result, in-coming claims are settled earlier than before. Once confidence in the robot’s performanceis established, the process will be offered as a service, and the execution frequency willincrease.Case 2 is missing post-measurements due to the cancellation of the project during thisstage of my thesis period. The application that is at the heart of the process has offerednew functionalities that the employees can use to such an extent that RPA becomes su-perfluous. These new functionalities were offered before the RPA project was completed.Therefore, the RPA project is canceled. Irrespective of the missing post-measurements,the RPA impact estimation method is applied to the baseline measurements. The resultsof the execution of themethod show that themethod is applicable to yet another process.No deviating results were expected, other than a confirmation of the results obtainedfrom other cases. For these reasons, the case is included in the multi-case study.Case 3 shows that the method execution is a reflection of the main goal for automa-tion. The main purpose of implementing RPA, in this case, is not direct financial benefits,but rather the productivity of the employees and the continuity of the process. This af-fects the overall savings of the process, which shows an ROI of more than one year. Dueto the simplicity of the process, a small amount of development costs is calculated. Thesmall development costs contribute to the overall savings since these costs are in reason-able balance with the final benefits. The process is carried out on a monthly basis at a
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predetermined date, ensuring that all necessary contracts are processed on time. In ad-dition to improving process continuity, the faster execution time of the robot (currentlyten seconds per item) also contributes to the accelerated process cycle time.
Case 4 showspromising results for the future of RPAwithin this department. During thepost-measurements, the SME explicitly mentions that they are satisfied with the robot’sperformance and that expansion is already under consideration. By expanding the pro-cess with other related tasks that the SMEs are performing, one to two FTE can be savedultimately. Currently, a particular type of complex transactions cannot be processed bythe robot. The transactions that fail all correspond to the transactions that were iden-tified as out-of-scope during the process definition phase. These transactions were notincluded in the baseline measurements in terms of execution frequency and executiontime. Therefore, an error rate of 0% is listed.
Case 5 concerns a process that is deployed. However, the robot has to deal with perfor-mance issues of the internal systems, as the SME explains during the post-measurements.Currently, they are working on solving these internal infrastructure issues. The resultingerror rate (10%) are expected to decrease or eliminate after the problems have been re-solved. Due to this error rate, the SMEs are still spending on average 45minutes per day onthe process. This time includes monitoring the robot, assessing the reports of the robot,and handling the errors. Once the infrastructure issues have been solved, the SMEs expectto spend amaximum of tenminutes per day on the process. This means that the eventualtime the people are involved in the process (50 minutes) is underestimated during thebaseline measurements (30 minutes). The difference in the number of FTE needed afterthe implementation of RPA affects the costs and savings of the project. Case 5 is anotherexample of the beneficial distinction between the impact in the first year of deploymentand the subsequent years. The first year consists of a marginal saving, while the savingsin the subsequent years will be more than ten times higher.
Case 6 is one of the cases where the post-measurements are carried out in a phasewhere all the work of the robot is still being assessed. Currently, the robot reports on alltransactions that are processed. The results of each of these transactions are reviewed bythe SME. Therefore, a review rate of 100% is defined. In the next stage, the SMEwants therobot to only report on transactions that have failed or require the attention of the SME.Since the error rate is currently 0%, the involvement of the SME in terms of time per weekwill decrease once the overall assessment of the robot has come to an end. The process-ing time of one transaction is similar between the robot and the employees. A decreasein process execution frequency is observed. The SMEs explain that the process used tobe carried out daily, including Saturday and Sunday. By asking critical questions aboutthe process while determining the process scope for RPA, they came to the conclusionthat running the process over the weekend is not necessary. Hence, the frequency hasbeen reduced from seven to five. This is an example of how considering RPA for businessprocesses can contribute to making existing processes more efficient.
Case 7 is another example ofwhere the post-measurements aremade in a phasewhereall of the robot’s work is still reviewed. During the first phase of deployment, it is advis-able to monitor the robot’s performance closely. At that point, adjustments can be madepromptly where necessary. This clarifies the review rate of 100%, with a short review timeof one minute. The review rate will decrease as confidence in the robot increases. As ex-pected, the error rate has dropped to 0%. The processing time by the robot does not differfrom the processing time by the employees. Currently, the execution frequency is similarto before the implementation of RPA. The SME explains that the execution frequency willbe increased in the foreseeable future. Other types of checks that are performed by em-
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ployees on weekends can be performed by the robot as well. Those checks can easily beadded to the current process steps taught to the robot. Even-though the savings that arecalculated by the method are not yet in the positive figures, the SME emphasizes on thefact that relieving the employees of this task that has to be performed on weekends, isthe main value of this implementation. Luckily, the upcoming increase in the number oftransactions will provide a more positive impact.

6.1.2 Across-case analysis

First, the results of executing the estimationmethod are analyzed. The estimationmethodoutput can be found in Appendix D. I found that the results show relatively small-scalebusiness cases for implementing RPA. All cases show an FTE saving of less than 1 FTE.Since the processes that are selected for the multi-case study consist of relatively shortimplementation time, smaller projects are expected in this sense. Another remark is thatthe division of costs/savings per year is beneficial for the overall view on ROI since not allprojects have an ROI within 12 months. In addition, the output of the method neglectspotential growth in the work volume for the robot. This potential growth in the executionfrequency of the process is not explicitly incorporated into the method. In some cases,the RPA impact will be volatile when an increase in execution frequency is expected, es-pecially within the first year. Despite the fact that I asked the SMEs about foreseeablechanges regarding process frequency or process velocity during the multi-case study, inthe interviews, it was found that, if applicable, the SMEs do not know how much thesevariables will change exactly. Therefore, it is not feasible to include these measures intothe method directly during this phase. However, it is beneficial to mention these factorsand give as complete a picture as possible of the future situation of the process.
Second, a comparison between the baseline measurements and post- measurementsis made. Both the measurements can be found in Appendix D. As described in Section2.3.1, the measurements are taken are predefined phases of the RPA project. The base-line measurements are taken accordingly for all cases. The post-measurements are takenaccordingly to the extent possible within the time limits of my thesis. The estimations oferror- and review rates, and the time employees are still involved in the process confirmthe indication of a dependency on the timing within the implementation of the robot. Insome cases (1, 5, 6, 7), these variables are measured in the start-up phase of the robot’suse. These percentages will decrease at a later stage when employees feel they can relyon the robot and possible infrastructure issues are solved, as the SMEs confirm in theinterviews during the post-measurements. In other cases (3, 4), these variables are mea-sured at a more mature stage of the robot’s use, where these rates have been reduced orresolved. In either case, the SMEs confirm that the estimations and post-measurementsconcerning the time spend, the involved time, the error rate and time, and the review rateand time are as expected. As for process execution time, in case 1, 3, 4, 6, and 7, the robotis faster in performing the process than the employees. The process execution frequencyshows a similarity in volume between the baseline- and the post-measurements for allcases except case 4. This is related to the determination of measuring time instances,as described in Section 2.3.1. In case 4, the company had to deal with the extreme con-sequences the COVID-19 had on their running business processes. Therefore, it was notpossible to measure an exact frequency during this phase of my thesis.
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6.2 Expert evaluation

During the expert evaluation, the dependent variables, as described in Section 2.3.2 areevaluated. The results of the dependent variables that are evaluated during the expertevaluation are summarized in this section. Tables 20 and 21 list a summary of the resultsof the survey. Based on all the results in Appendix F, an average is derived for each of thequestions that indicate what the experts’ perception of the method is. Consequently, thesummary is an indication ofwhether themethodwill be used in practice or not. Altogetherthere are no significant results retrieved from the expert evaluation. Due to the smallnumber of experts, a statistical analysis is not feasible.
6.2.1 Performance variables

During the expert evaluation, one dependent performance variable is measured. The ef-ficiency of the method is measured by questions 1 and 2, as is shown in Table 20. The ef-ficiency of the estimation method depends on what is considered in scope for time mea-surement of the estimation method. According to expert 4, 5, and 6, executing all thesteps involved in using the method, including the extensive question list, takes more timethan previous approaches. According to expert 1, 2, and 3, that considered the methodcalculations, it takes less time compared to previous approaches to define the eventualcosts and savings.Due to the unclear scope of the estimation method in the survey, the answers of theexperts were not uniform, as can be seen in Table 20 and Appendix F. The results andthe experts’ explanations indicate that considering the estimationmethod itself, meaningthe calculations based on required information, the method is more efficient than thetraditional method of the experts. Considering all the steps involved in using the methodin practice, such as interviewing and monitoring the SMEs, the results indicate that themethod is not more efficient.
Table 20: Summary of expert evaluation results - part 1

Number Question Mean value
1 Time needed using current practice 18,3 min
2 Time needed using new method 31,0 min

6.2.2 Perception variables

Three dependent perception variables are measured during the expert evaluation. Theresults of the evaluation of these three variables are described below and represented bytheir mean value in Table 21. Survey questions 3 to 16 were asked using a 5-point Likertscale ranging from strongly disagree (5) to strongly agree (1). The last two survey ques-tions were asked using a 5-point Likert scale as well ranging from extremely unlikely (5) toextremely likely (1)First, the perceived ease of use of the method was measured by questions 3 to 8.The results of these questions indicate that 5 out of 6 experts found the method easyto learn (5). The rules and procedures for the method and its application are clear andeasy to understand according to 5 out of 6 experts (3, 7). From the surveyed experts, 5out of 6 reported that the method is not difficult to use or apply to RPA initiatives (4, 6).
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Overall the experts reported that they would be confident to apply themethod in practice(8). Additional feedback from the experts was that to be able to apply the method inpractice successfully; it is necessary to have the ability to interview people and listen tothe SMEs carefully. This determines the quality of the input you receive from the SMEs.Aside from that, the SMEs and the business in general need to be comfortablewith sharinginformation on their processes (qualitative and quantitative data).
Second, the perceived usefulness of the method is measured by questions 9 to 16.The experts reported that the output of the method is not difficult to understand (10).The results indicate that the output of the method makes it is easier for users to verifythe impact of RPA (11), to create business cases for RPA (13), and to communicate theimpact of RPA (16). Overall, the responses of the experts indicate that the method is animprovement to the current estimation practices (15), where the method would reducethe effort required to perform an estimation (9). Two-third of the participants indicatedthat the method provides an effective solution to the problem of estimating the impactof RPA (14).
Third, the intention to use themethod ismeasured by questions 17 and 18. 100% of thesurveyed experts said that they are open to using the method (17) and 83% of those sur-veyed reported that they intend to use the method in preference to the current practices(18).

Table 21: Summary of expert evaluation results - part 2

Number Question Mean value
3 Method procedure is complex and difficult to follow 1.7
4 Method is difficult to use 2.2
5 Method is easy to learn 4.2
6 Method is difficult to apply 1.8
7 Method rules are clear and easy to understand 4.2
8 I am not confident I am competent to apply the method 2.0
9 Method reduces effort for estimation 3.7
10 Method output results are more difficult to understand 2.0
11 Method makes it easier to verify impact of RPA 4.2
12 Method is useful 4.5
13 Method makes it more difficult to draft business case 2.2
14 Method does not provide an effective solution to problem 2.3
15 Method is an improvement to current practices 4.0
16 Method makes it easier to communicate impact of RPA 4.3
17 I will not use the method 1.5
18 I intend to use the method in preference to current practice 4.2
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6.3 Input data quality analysis

This final part of the results section includes the analysis of themethod input data quality.The input data quality analysis can be seen as an additional evaluation of the method. Ex-perience in practice shows that it is possible that SMEs are not aware of specific input datavalues, or that the data cannot/will not be disclosed. I have evaluated whether the RPAimpact estimation method can still be carried out in that case. Therefore, the availabilityand use of input data is taken into account. This means that the quality of the method isanalyzed in the situation that data is missing, unavailable, or not disclosed. In addition,the use of estimates in the method is described.Each metric in the RPA impact estimation method is evaluated by me for its role in themethod and its data characteristics. The full metric descriptions can be found in Table33. This evaluation is carried out by looking at the probability that the data is not knownprecisely and what effect estimated data will have on the method. I defined all of themetrics as required for themethod to be performed. If data is unknown, then it is advisedto first locate the data before using the method. A distinction is made between metricsthat require precise values and metrics for which estimated values are sufficient if noprecise values are available. Table 34 lists the metrics used in the RPA impact estimationmethod with their corresponding value assessments.
Table 22: Input data quality analysis

Metric Metric name Precise value Estimated value
ET Execution time x
EF Execution frequency x
ER Error rate x
RPT Reprocess time x x
RV Review rate x
RVT Review time x x
OIT Other people involved time x x
WH Working hours x
CFTE Cost of 1 FTE x x
LC License costs x
LU License users x
PCT People cost type x x
IMD Involved days x x
AR Automation rate x

The metrics required for the method to be defined precisely are listed as require a’precise value’. These metrics have been identified as required for the method to meeta minimum quality level. Without precisely defining these values, the outcome of themethod will not be able to achieve a certain level of accuracy. The metrics for which esti-mated values are sufficient in case the exact value is unknown are listed as require at least
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an ’estimate value’. These are metrics for which it can be difficult in practice to define aconclusive value. The decisions for classifying the metrics are based on knowledge gainedboth in practice and during the implementation of the multi-case study. The potential es-timated values for these metrics are either based on practical knowledge or experiencefrom previous RPA projects.In this regard, it should be noted that the more precise the values, the more accuratethe method for estimating the impact will be. Evidently, it is possible to enter a value of’0’ for one of the metrics. In that case, the method can be executed, but this will have anegative effect on the accuracy of the outcome of the method. Therefore, it is necessaryto address the need for precise values to the people providing these data. Accordingly, themethod implementation guidelines in Appendix G emphasize the quantitative approachto the collection of these data.
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7 Final RPA impact estimation method

Based on the results from the multi-case study and expert evaluation performed in thisstudy, the initially developed RPA impact estimation method is revised. In Section 7.1 thechanges that were made to specific sections of the method, and on what empirical datathese changes are based, are listed. The following paragraphs describe how the adjust-ments have been incorporated into the method. The final RPA impact estimation methodcan be seen in Section 7.2.

7.1 Method revisions

Four adjustments have beenmade to the calculation of the labor costs, which can be seenin Table 23. The first adjustment concerns the addition of a metric for other people thatare involved in the process. Since the SME might not be the only employee involved in aparticular process, I added ametric for the time other people than the SME are involved inthe process. This time increases the overall process time. Whether the time other peopleare involved is reduced or removed entirely due to the RPA implementation is added as ametric as well. The second adjustment concerns the calculation of the FTE that is neededbefore the implementation of RPA. To calculate the FTE needed for the process, a calcula-tion is made based on dividing the total process time (in hours per week) by 31,25 hoursinstead of 40 hours. If not mentioned otherwise, an average of 1250 productive workinghours per year is set as a baseline for one FTE. The total number of working hours peryear is 1680. However, practical experience has shown that employees are only 75% pro-ductive. The third adjustment concerns a general improvement to the retrievedmeasuresand calculations. All the formulas are optimized by correctly converting themeasures intominutes or hours. The fourth adjustment concerns the addition of metrics to make themethod calculations more transparent and understandable. Instead of long formulas, afew have now been split up. The intermediate results of those calculations are also ofvalue, as can be seen in the example output of the method in Appendix H.
Table 23: Method adjustments

Revision Empirical input
Calculate current labor costs

Metric addition involved people (OIT & OIR) Case 1 observations
Changed productive work hours FTE Experience in practice & RPA expert feedback
Optimization calculation FTE needed before RPA Cases method execution
Added metrics for intermediate results Cases method execution
Calculate automation costs

Optimization calculation FTE needed after RPA Cases method execution
Changed infrastructure cost metric Case 1 observations
Added automation cost over years Experience in practice & Cases method execution
Added metrics for calculation FTE needed after RPA Experience in practice
Added metrics for intermediate results Cases method execution
Calculate overall impact on costs

Added impact savings over years Experience in practice & Cases method execution
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In addition, five adjustments have been made to the calculation of automation costs.The first adjustment concerns the calculation of the FTE that is needed after the imple-mentation of RPA. The total process time is diminished with time savings by reducing orremoving reprocessing, reviewing, and other people involved. Next, the resting processtime is multiplied with the automation rate to define what part of the process is auto-mated and what part rests for the employee to perform. The resting process time for theemployee to perform is used to calculate the FTE needed after the RPA implementation.The second adjustment concerns the infrastructure cost metric. It has to be taken intoaccount that infrastructure costs do not repeat for each RPA implementation at the samecompany or department. Therefore, license costs are calculated by taking the total licensecosts required by the process and dividing it by the number of processes that make use ofthese licenses. Except for when a particular RPA project is the first RPA initiative, multipleprocesses make use of the same licenses. By adjusting these calculations as such, not alllicense costs will be passed on to one process. The third adjustment concerns the calcu-lation of the total automation costs. I divided automation costs in costs for the first yearand costs for the subsequent years. Development costs only occur once, while the licensecosts are yearly recurring. By dividing these costs in years, a more realistic overview willbe given of the yearly costs related to the RPA implementation. The fourth adjustmentconcerns the addition of metrics to make the method calculations more transparent andunderstandable. According to the same reasoning as in the calculate current labor costspart, a fewof the long formulas are now split up. The intermediate results of those calcula-tions are also of value, as can be seen in the example output of themethod in Appendix H.The fifth adjustment concerns the addition of metrics for the portions of the review time,reprocess time, and time other people are involved that have actually been eliminated(RPR, RVR, OIR). It is not necessarily that these values are entirely omitted as a conse-quence of RPA. This is often not the case in practice. The cases confirm this experience inpractice.Lastly, an adjustment has made been to the impact savings on a yearly basis. Thisadjustment concerns the calculation of the overall impact savings. The eventual impactof RPA on costs are segregated in the amount saved in the first year and the amount savedin the subsequent years. This separation provides a more realistic overview of the yearlycosts and, thus, savings.
7.2 Revised method
Table 32 shows the revised RPA impact estimation method and its corresponding metricsare shown in Table 33. The guidelines for implementing the method are presented in theaccompanying tool-set in Appendix I.
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Table 24: RPA impact estimation method

Estimation method Calculations
Calculate current labor costs

Calculate needed FTE
PT = ((ET * EF) / 60)
TPT = PT + ((ER * EF) * RPT / 60) +
((RV * EF) * RVT / 60) + ((OIT * EF) / 60)
FTE = TPT / WH

Calculate cost of needed FTE CLC = FTE * CFTE
Calculate automation costs

Calculate software license costs SLC = LC / LU
Calculate development costs DC = ∑PCT ∗ IMD

Calculate FTE costs after RPA
TPTS = TPT - ((ER * EF) * RPR / 60) -
((RV * EF) * RVR / 60) - ((OIR * EF) / 60)
EFTE = (TPT - (PT * AR)) / WH
ALC = EFTE * CFTE

Calculate cost of automation AC1 = SLC + DC + ALC
AC2 = SLC + ALC

Calculate overall impact on costs

Current labor costs minus
the automation costs

Impact first year = CLC - AC1
Impact subsequent years = CLC - AC2
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Table 25: Revised RPA impact estimation method metrics with original sources

Metric Description
FTE Total full-time equivalent currently needed [37, 46, 50]
PT Process time (hours per week)
ET Average execution time per transaction (in minutes) [46, 50]
EF Average execution frequency of transaction (per week) [37, 46, 50]
TPT Total process time (hours per week)
ER Average error rate of total volume of transactions [46]
RPT Average reprocess time per transaction in case of an error (in minutes) [46]
RV Average percentage of total volume to be reviewed by a human agent [46]
RVT Average review time per transaction (in minutes) [46]
OIT Average time other people are involved in the process (in minutes)
WH Average number of working hours (per week): equivalent to 1 FTE [46]
CLC Current labor costs [37, 46, 50]
CFTE Average cost of 1 FTE (per year) [37, 46, 50]
SLC Software license costs based on license type (per year) [37, 46]
LC License costs [46]
LU License users (amount of processes running on that license)
DC Development costs [37, 46, 50]
PCT People cost type (Implementation Lead, Solution Architect, Developer) [46, 50]
IMD Number of involved days in implementation [46]
TPTS Total process time saved (hours per week)
RPR Average reprocess time per transaction saved (in minutes)
RVR Average review time per transaction saved (in minutes)
OIR Average involvement time per transaction saved (in minutes)
ALC Labor costs after automation
EFTE Full-time equivalent needed after automation
AR Automation rate of process [46, 50]
AC1 Automation costs in the first year [37, 46, 50]
AC2 Automation costs in the subsequent years
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8 Discussion

As shown in the theoretical framework, a thorough estimation of the impact of RPA im-plementations on business processes, which is readily applicable in practice, is lacking inthe literature studied. The aim of this work was thus to create a tangible standardizedmethod that enables practitioners to estimate the impact of RPA on business processesusing quantitative measurements prior to the implementation of RPA without leveragingother technologies. This chapter discusses the findings for the sub-research questionsposed at the start of this research, the main contributions of this research, and the limi-tations of this research.
8.1 Research questions
The sub-research questions of my thesis are answered here, which leads to a conclud-ing answer to the main research question in Chapter 9. To this end, the sub-researchquestions and the main research question are listed below. Each of these questions is ac-companied by an answer that embodies a conclusion.
SQ1: What are the indicators for the quantitative impact of an RPA implementation?In order to estimate the impact of RPA on business processes, the indicators that are ofimportance are generated ROI, needed FTE for the process, manual labor costs, processexecution time, process execution frequency, the error rate of the process, the reviewrate of the process, the involvement of other people in the process, the automation rateof the process, robot license costs, robot development costs, and automation costs ofyears. Most of the indicators are identified in the literature, as shown in Table 7. The in-volvement of other people in the process and the automation costs of years are added asindicators based on experience in practice. All indicators identified as relevant within thescope of this research are combined in the final RPA impact estimationmethod, which canbe seen in Table 33. For the indicators concerning the needed FTE for RPA, the differencebetween the indicator before and after the implementation of RPA is of relevance.
SQ2: What approaches exist to estimate the impact of an RPA implementation?A number of approaches exist that are leveraging other technologies to estimate the au-tomation potential of processes. Technologies such as process mining [49, 50], UI logging[28, 35], and simulation [39] are applied in this respect. Approaches that do not leverageother technologies are primarily focused on the relevant indicators that can be used incost-benefit analyses [37, 46]. However, no guidance is given on the acquisition and ex-ploitation of the measures for these indicators. Besides that, research and experience inpractice indicate that effective RPA implementations heavily rely on quantifiablemeasuresof its potential prior to the project that go beyond a simple total FTE reduction. Analysis ofthese existing approaches shows that these approaches typically neglect an explanationon how to gather quantitative measurements, an in-depth FTE reduction calculation, anda tool-set that can be utilized to apply the estimations in practice.
SQ3: How can the impact of an RPA implementation be estimated using a standardized
method?The next step was to develop an initial RPA impact estimation method inspired by exist-ing approaches. A set of calculations based on a predefined set of metrics is utilized toestimate the impact of an RPA implementation on costs and savings. In light of the short-comings of current approaches identified in the literature, a number of elements have
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been added to the overall estimation approach. First of all, the method utilizes quan-tified baseline measurements that ensure all required data are collected and validated.This data enables the method execution to result in an accurate indication of the busi-ness process and its associated savings after the implementation of RPA. Additionally, themethod is supplemented with metrics arising from personal experience in practice, as ex-plained in Section 7.1. The output of the RPA impact estimation method represents thefinancial savings estimated to be achieved in the first year after implementing RPA andin the subsequent years. Furthermore, the method is complemented with the tool-setin Appendix I that enables practitioners to apply the method in practice based on prede-fined guidelines. This tool-set consists of method implementation questions to collect therequired data and a method implementation example script to execute the method. Themethod implementation script can be adjusted to any type of tool preferred by the prac-titioner. Lastly, the method is formatted in such a way that it can be applied to all types ofprocesses and RPA projects. The multi-case study results in Section 6.1 showed that themethod is indeed applicable to various types of processes and RPA projects. Standardizingthe method contributes to the overall applicability of the method in practice. These ele-ments combined result in the final RPA impact estimationmethod. In summary, a tangiblestandardized method for effectively estimating the impact of RPA based on quantitativebaseline measurements that can be readily applied in practice without leveraging othertechnologies is developed.
SQ4: How can the effectiveness of the RPA impact estimation using the standardized
method be evaluated?The estimated impact of RPA on business processes is evaluated by conducting a multi-case study and by having an expert evaluation carried out. During the multi-case study,the effectiveness of the RPA impact estimation method is evaluated. By doing so, the esti-mated impact resulting fromexecuting themethod is evaluated aswell. Post-measurementswere used to evaluate if the correct measures were defined beforehand to use in the RPAimpact estimationmethod. This evaluation determinedwhether the output of the estima-tion method was adequate, considering the actual implementation of RPA. The estimatedimpact of an RPA implementation can only be evaluated in the short termwithin the scopeof this thesis. The purpose of the expert evaluation was to evaluate the objectives of theRPA impact estimation method. The objectives of the method are to clarify the relevantvariables in performing an RPA impact estimation, to improve the effectiveness of impactestimations for RPA implementations, and to develop an RPA impact estimation methodthat is applicable in practice. Taking into account the aforementioned results in Section6.2, the expert evaluation indicates that the method and its procedures are perceivedclear and understandable and that the method contributes to the way RPA impact esti-mations are performed. Overall, the experts surveyed are willing to use the RPA impactestimation method in practice.

8.2 Main contributions

The main contribution of this research is the availability of an effective RPA impact esti-mation method that is tested in practice, is evaluated by RPA experts, and can be appliedin practice using the provided guidelines in Appendix I.Syed et al. [45] stated that research on elaborate metrics and a practice-oriented ap-proach for the expected impact of RPA on business processes before implementation islacking. The findings of my research complement those of earlier studies into the impact
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of RPA and the calculation involved [23, 37, 50]. Research by Geyer-Klingeberg et al. [23]and Wanner et al. [50] investigates the utilization of additional technologies such as pro-cess mining to identify the potential of RPA processes. Besides the fact that these studiesutilize external technologies, these studies neglect in-depth FTE reduction calculationsand applicability in practice. My research addresses these issues and complements theirresearch by examining potential RPA processes without the use of alternative technolo-gies. In addition, it complements estimation approaches such as published by UiPath Inc.[46] that lack systematic evaluations. The problems with current RPA impact estimationpractices were assessed against what was possible to address within the scope of my the-sis.
The main elements that were missing in existing approaches were addressed in thedevelopment of my method. These elements consist of an in-depth quantified FTE reduc-tion calculation and guidance to apply the method in practice. Therefore, the researchconsisted of an extensive analysis of the required variables regarding a quantified FTEreduction calculation and other indicators related to the automation costs of the RPA im-plementation. The developed method is evaluated using an extensive assessment of theprocess before and after the implementation of RPA. The RPA impact estimation methodand its corresponding variables are evaluated systematically. Thus, this research providesa newly developed, evaluated artifact which will be a fruitful area for future work, as isdescribed in Section 9.3. In addition, the method’s accompanying tool-set in Appendix Imakes sure the study provides a guiding method that is applicable in practice. In sum-mary, the empirical findings in this study provide a new understanding of effective impactestimations for RPA implementations. By combining literature with practical experience,this research contributes to the scientific domain with a study that takes the most recentpractical developments and findings into account.
The results of this study can be generalized to other RPA projects and industries. Ihave not found any indication that the indicators cannot be transferred to other indus-tries than those surveyed as the method is not industry-specific. Besides that, the impactestimation method can be applied to other domains where impact estimations are of im-portance. These domains include automation technologies and initiatives where the aimis tomeasure the extent towhich employees are relieved of a time-consuming task and forwhich automation involves various fixed and variable costs. In that case, domain specificindicators can be added to enhance the outcome of the estimation method.
Taking into account the business area to which the method applies, the study also in-cludes practical impact. The RPA impact estimation method contributes to the approachthe vast majority of companies are using to define the impact of RPA in the form of busi-ness cases for RPA projects, if companies apply some form of impact assessment at all.While considering to draft business cases for RPA projects based on the estimated im-pact calculated by the RPA impact estimation method, practitioners have to keep in mindwhat the initial goal is for implementing RPA for a specific process. If, for example, solelyemployee experience is the main goal of the implementation, a business case might notresult in substantial savings based on the used RPA impact estimation method, due to theabsence of these variables in the method. Nevertheless, it is crucial for the business tobe aware of the potential costs and savings of automating the actual process to manageexpectations and opportunities.
Concluding, the insights gained from this study may be of assistance to both the sci-entific and the practical domain. With the developed method, I was able to fill in theidentified gaps in the literature to a certain extent. Since the research is not without limi-tations, these limitations are described in the following subsection.
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8.3 Limitations

This section outlines the limitations that were part of this research. First, limitations tothe RPA impact estimation method are presented. Second and third, limitations to themulti-case study and the expert evaluation are discussed.
8.3.1 RPA impact estimation method

The scope of this study was limited in terms of available thesis execution time. Due to thescope of the research, the output of the RPA impact estimation method i.e., the financialimpact of RPA, can not be validated in the long term. Comparing the estimated impactwith the actual impact once the RPA solution is implemented a year is not feasible withinthe time limits of my thesis. Therefore, long-term effects are unaccounted for.The method developed in this study was limited by the absence of a method variablefor growth in the volume of work. The result of the method provides a representationof the potential savings by implementing RPA based on a single data point in terms ofexecution frequency. Growth in execution frequency is not incorporated into the methodexplicitly. Short-term growth in execution frequency can result inmore savings. In order tohave the most up-to-date estimation of costs and savings, the method has to be executedrepeatedly once the specific growth in the volume of work for the employees/robot isknown.Other factors that influence the impact of RPA, like employee experience, resourceutilization, and customer service, are not incorporated in the method. Their complexitymakes it more difficult to express these factors in values. In addition, this research hasfocused on productivity.
8.3.2 Multi-case study

Despite the potential limitations of a case study, this research consists of a multi-casestudy that is carried out in an attempt to mitigate the potentially little basis for gener-alization of results to the wider population of business processes and companies. Otherremarks about the threats to the validity of the multi-case study are described below.Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the multi-case study had to be carried out remotely.This had various implications for the research in general and, specifically, the multi-casestudy. I was not able to perform the case studies at the participant’s office. Visiting theSMEs to monitor them while working was not allowed. This threatened the collectionof valid quantitative input data for the method. The data retrieved as baseline measure-ments during the multi-case study are second-handed data points. Nevertheless, I havereceived the expert time estimations, which they validated by application logs if theywereavailable. In spite of the limitation, the study contributes to our understanding that therequired data must be collected quantitatively.An additional uncontrolled factor is a possibility that processes are influenced by fac-tors other than RPA. One of the criteria in case selection for themulti-case study is that theprocesses solely include an RPA implementation in the current phase of the automationproject. This decision is made to exclude external influences to the post-measurementse.g., by other automation initiatives. However, I can not exclude the possible influencethat critically reviewing the process before implementing RPA has. Experience in prac-tice shows us that processes are often improved in terms of efficiency during an RPAproject. During the evaluation of an existing process to outline the process for RPA, itcan be decided to remove or change specific process steps. These decisions influence the
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post-measurements; consequently, the validity of the comparison of the baseline mea-surements and the post-measurements.
8.3.3 Expert evaluation

As for the expert evaluation, the research approach consists of some limitations as well.Since the study was limited to a small size expert evaluation data-set, it was not possi-ble to investigate the significant relationships of the RPA impact estimationmethod and itsease of use, usefulness, and the intention to use the method in practice. Statistical anal-ysis can not be applied to this number of evaluations. Therefore, the expert evaluationresults consist of solely indications.One source of weakness in the study, which could have affected the measurements ofthe expert evaluation, was the potential bias from the RPA experts. In the expert eval-uation, there is a potential for bias from the experts when answering questions on thenewmethod in relation to the current practices for RPA impact estimation. Depending onthe experts’ experience with the current practices, their perceptions on applying a newmethod might be biased.
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9 Conclusion

This chapter includes an answer to the main research question, the conclusions obtainedafter conducting the research, and the proposed future work.

9.1 Main research question
RQ: How can one effectively estimate the impact of an RPA implementation?Using the developed RPA impact estimation method in this research, practitioners are en-abled to estimate the impact that RPA will have on their business processes. The focushas been placed on integrating all the necessary metrics to determine the exact situationprior to the implementation of RPA and after the implementation of RPA. We specificallylook at how much time employees put into the process in both situations and what costsare involved in robotizing the process. The guiding tool-set in Appendix I offered by thisresearch allows themethod to be directly implemented in practice. One of themain goalsof the research has thus been achieved. The metrics used in the method have been elab-orated. This allows the user to easily collect the necessary data. Subsequently, the exe-cution of the estimation method is done by using a tool, according to the wishes of theuser, that can execute the script. This eliminates the need for them to do the calculationsthemselves. By standardizing the method and the associated tool, the results are givenas accurately as possible for each instance in a consistent manner. The RPA impact esti-mation method results in two outcomes. The estimated impact on costs in the first yearimplementing RPA and the impact on costs in the subsequent years. Ultimately, the im-pact of RPA on costs is dependent on the volume of work transferred from employees tothe robot. A subsequent calculation may, therefore, be necessary in order to obtain anupdated estimation of the costs and savings of implementing RPA.
9.2 Conclusion
Since starting RPA projects that lack a proper impact estimation or business case is one ofthe common issues in failed RPA projects, the development of a standardized approach toestimate the impact of RPA prior to the implementation that is easily applied in practiceis necessary. This research set out to develop a tangible standardized method that canbe used to effectively estimate the impact of RPA based on quantitative baseline mea-surements that can be readily applied in practice without leveraging other technologies.Comparing the estimated and actual impact of an RPA implementation provides us withinformation on whether the actual impact of an RPA implementation reflects the estima-tion made upfront. By doing so, we can verify that the RPA impact estimation methodis developed right. After the effectiveness of the RPA impact estimation method is eval-uated, the method is evaluated in terms of its applicability in practice. The evaluatedmethod can assist in determining how the business process will be affected by RPA. Thus,how we can indicate this influence by RPA prior to the implementation. This approachfocuses on concepts such as process velocity, manual labor, and automation effort for theimpact assessment. The evaluations performed in this study confirm that the developedRPA impact estimation method, as is presented in Chapter 7, addresses and fills this gapin the literature.By combining scientific research with findings and hands-on expertise, this researchhas provided a deeper insight into a comprehensive approach to estimating the impactof RPA, which is tailored to the application of the method in practice. In doing so, this
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study adds to the growing body of research into RPA, the technology’s benefits, and thetechnology’s implementation.Although the current research is based on a small sample of cases and experts, thefindings suggest that the RPA impact estimation method is applicable to various processtypes and RPA projects. Therefore, the RPA impact estimation method can be employedas a standardized approach for estimating the impact of RPA implementations on businesscases. For that reason, the method is useful for drafting business cases for RPA projects.Themethod can be appliedwithin companies that are striving for clarity in the automationpotential of their business processes. Alternatively, the method can be applied by RPAspecialists who use the method to draw up business cases for their customers’ processes.
9.3 Future work
This study lays the groundwork for future research into the impact that RPA has on busi-ness processes. A number of remarks for future research are described in this section.Further study could assess the long-term impact of RPA on business processes, by val-idating the impact estimated using the RPA impact estimation method. More clarificationon whether this estimated impact is valid on the long-term would help us to establish agreater degree of accuracy on this matter.In addition, future studies regarding the role of the volume of work would be worth-while. Incorporating the growth in volume into the method, without having to executethe method multiple times, would be beneficial. The role of other factors than productiv-ity that play a role in the implementation of RPA and its impact should be investigated aswell.In future studies, it would be beneficial to evaluate the RPA impact estimation methodby monitoring the SMEs while performing the tasks involved in the business process. Bydoing so, the secondary data points used in the evaluation are eliminated.Lastly, future research, using a broader range of experts, could shed more light on theusability and applicability of the method in practice. By using a broader range of RPAexperts, the potential bias can be diminished among the participants.
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Appendices

Appendix A - Literature Review Results
A complete overview of the sources used in the literature review is given in this Appendix.The alphabetic characters in the last six columns of Table 27 indicate the correspondingcharacters in Table 26.

Table 26: Literature review steps

A B C D ECreate literaturepopulation Select literature Review literature Select estimationmethods Evaluateestimationmethods

Table 27: Literature review population
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2019 1 1 1

UiPath Inc. Connect Enterprise Hub - TrackAutomation Lifecycle | UiPath 2009 1 1 1 1 1 1
van de Weerd, I.;Brinkkemper, S. Meta-Modeling for SituationalAnalysis and Design Methods 2007 1
van de Weerd, I.;de Weerd, S.;Brinkkemper, S.

Developing a Reference Methodfor Game Production by MethodComparison
2018 1

van der Aalst,W.M.P.; Bichler,M.; Heinzl, A.
Robotic Process Automation 2019 1 1 1

Wanner, J.;Fischer, M.;Janiesch, C.;Hofmann, A.;Imgrund, F.;Geyer-Klingeberg,J.

Process Selection in RPA Projects –Towards a Quantifiable Method ofDecision Making
2014 1 1 1 1 1 1

Wieringa, R.J. Design Science Methodology forInformation Systems and SoftwareEngineering
2015 1

Willcocks, L.;Lacity, M.; Craig,A.
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Robotic Process Automation atXchanging 2017 1 1 1
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Appendix B - Case Study Consent Form

Figure 2: Participant Consent Form
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Appendix C - Case Study Questions

Retrieve expert time estimation

Questions to ask the Subject Matter Expert about the process:
1. How much time does it on average take to process one transaction?
2. How much time does it on average take to complete the entire process cycle?
3. How many transactions are processed each day/week?
4. How much time do you on average spend on this process daily/weekly?

Validate baseline measurements

Measurements to take while the Subject Matter Expert performs the process:
5. Measure how much time it takes to process one transaction.
6. Measure how much time it takes to complete the entire process cycle.
7. Check at what time the transaction enters the application (if possible).
8. Check at what time the transaction completed in the application (if possible).

Questions to ask the Subject Matter Expert about the process:
9. Does the example we just measured represent the most common situation of theprocess?
10. Are there peak periods in the transaction volume?
11. Are there significant changes in the process velocity between periods of time?
12. Are there other people involved in the process of a transaction?
13. If yes, what do they do and is this step still necessary after the implementation ofthe robot?
14. If yes, how much time does it take for that other people involved?
15. What percentage of the total amount of transactions on average need to be repro-cessed (due to human error)?
16. How much time does it on average take to reprocess a transaction?
17. What percentage of the total amount of transactions has to be reviewedby a humanagent?
18. How much time does on average it take to review a transaction?
19. What is the average number of working days per year of the person that executesthe process?
20. What is the average number of working hours per day of the person that executesthe process?
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21. (What is the average cost of one FTE?)
Questions to ask the RPA Process Owner about the chosen RPA solution and infrastructurelandscape:
22. What kind of robot license is chosen for the implementation of this process?
23. How many processes make use of this robot license?

Questions to ask the RPA Solution Architect about the implementation of the project:
24. What is the automation rate of the process?
25. How many days is a developer needed for this project?
26. What is the hourly rate of a developer?
27. How many days is a solution architect needed for this project?
28. What is the hourly rate of a solution architect?
29. How many days is a implementation lead needed for this project?
30. What is the hourly rate of a implementation lead?

Retrieve post-measurements

Questions to ask to Subject Matter Expert about the process after the implementation ofRPA:
1. How much time do you on average still spend on this process daily/weekly?
2. Will that amount of time change in the foreseeable future?
3. Is it still necessary for other people to be involved in the process?
4. If yes, how much time does it take for them to be involved?
5. Did the amount of items that needs reprocessing change?
6. If yes, how much time does it take to reprocess a transaction?
7. Did the amount of items that needs reviewing change?
8. If yes, how much time does it take to review a transaction?

Data to retrieve from the robot- and application logs:
9. Processing time of one transaction.
10. Processing amount of transactions daily/weekly.
11. Check at what time the transaction enters the application (if possible).
12. Check at what time the transaction completed in the application (if possible).

Note: make sure to check the measurements at a time similar in transaction volume andusual process velocity as for the baseline measurements.
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Appendix D - Case Study Results

Table 28: Case study results - part 1

Process case number 1 2 3 4Baseline measurementsExecution time (min) 10 10 3 1Cycle time (hrs) n/a 1 24 n/aFrequency (p.w.) 5 8 35 300Time spend (hrs p.w.) 1 8 0.75 n/aPeak periods in volume Yes Yes Yes YesPeak description Begin month Twice monthly Begin month Begin weekVelocity changes No No No YesVelocity description n/a n/a n/a # errorsOther people involved No Yes No NoInvolved time (min) 0 5 0 0People still needed No Yes No NoInvolved removed 0 0 0 0Error rate (%) 5 5 5 2Reprocess time (min) 10 15 1 1Reprocess removed Yes No Yes YesReview rate (%) 0 0 100 15Review time (min) 0 0 1 1Review removed 0 0 0,5 0Working hours per year 1250 1250 1250 1512FTE needed 0,03 0,2 0,01 0,625FTE cost 60000 75000 90000 30000Robot license type Unattended Unattended Unattended UnattendedNr processes on license 2 2 n/a n/aAutomation rate (%) 95 95 100 98Development costs* 25560 12140 5760 30720Post-measurementsExecution time (min) 5 x 0.17 0.8Frequency (p.w.) 5 x 29 n/aTime spend (hrs p.w.) 0.1 x 0 0Foreseeable change Freq. upscale +review/reprocessdecrease
x n/a Expansion +freq. upscale

Other people involved No x No NoInvolved time (min) 0 x 0 0Error rate (%) 5 x 0 0Reprocess time (min) 10 x 0 0Review rate (%) 100 x 0 0Review time (min) 1 x 0 0
* The specific development rates are not disclosed, hence the development costs areprovided as a total amount.
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Table 29: Case study results - part 2

Process case number 5 6 7Baseline measurementsExecution time (min) 15 10 10Cycle time (hrs) 6 n/a n/aFrequency (p.w.) 30 7 1Time spend (hrs p.w.) 7.5 n/a n/aPeak periods in volume Yes No NoPeak description Varies n/a n/aVelocity changes Yes No NoVelocity description Check each other n/a n/aOther people involved Yes No NoInvolved time (min) 1 0 0People still needed Yes n/a n/aInvolved removed 0 0 0Error rate (%) 0 1 1Reprocess time (min) 0 2 5Reprocess removed 0 0 5Review rate (%) 1 100 0Review time (min) 3 0.1 0Review removed 3 0 0Working hours per year 1250 1250 1250FTE needed 0.2 0.04 0,0054FTE cost 75000 75000 75000Robot license type Unattended Unattended UnattendedNr processes on license 2 10 10Automation rate (%) 100 100 100Development costs* 11360 1400 840Post-measurementsExecution time (min) 10 10 10Frequency (p.w.) 30 5 1Time spend (hrs p.w.) 3.75 0.08 0.01Foreseeable change Fix performance issuesinternal systems Review removed +frequency upscale Review removed
Other people involved No No NoInvolved time (min) 0 0 0Error rate (%) 25 0 0Reprocess time (min) 30 0 0Review rate (%) 0 100 100Review time (min) 0 1 1
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Table 30: Case study results - part 3

Process case number 1 2 3 4Method execution resultsTotal process time (h.p.w.) 0.9 8.8 2.4 29.25Total needed FTE (yearly) 0.03 0.28 0.08 0.94Cost of needed FTE (yearly) 1720 21040 6804 28080Software license costs (yearly) 5000 5500 0 0Development costs (once) 25560 12140 5760 30720Eventual process time (h.p.w.) 0.1 1.17 0.6 4.5Eventual FTE needed (yearly) 0.003 0.04 0.02 0.14FTE costs after RPA (yearly) 200 2800 1764 4320Total cost first year 30760 20440 7524 35040Total cost subsequent years 5200 8300 1764 4320Impact/savings first year -29040 600 -720 -6960Impact/savings subsequent years -3480 12740 5040 23760
Process case number 5 6 7Method execution resultsTotal process time (h.p.w.) 9.5 1.2 0.17Total needed FTE (yearly) 0.3 0.04 0.005Cost of needed FTE (yearly) 22800 2850.40 402Software license costs (yearly) 5500 1100 1100Development costs (once) 11360 1400 840Eventual process time (h.p.w.) 2 0.02 0.0008Eventual FTE needed (yearly) 0.06 0.0006 0.00002FTE costs after RPA (yearly) 4800 50.40 2Total cost first year 21660 2550.40 1942Total cost subsequent years 10300 1150.40 1102Impact/savings first year 1140 300 -1540Impact/savings subsequent years 12500 1700 -700
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Appendix E - Expert Evaluation Survey
The expert evaluation is carried out by enabling a number of RPA experts to apply themethod in practice. Afterwards, they are asked to complete a survey. The method andthe survey are provided to the experts by means of a Google form. The link to the Googleform is as follows: https://forms.gle/Fo2tsqat9t6DTAT3A.In summary, the objectives of the RPA impact estimation method are to clarify the rel-evant variables in performing an RPA impact estimation (O1), to improve the accuratenessof impact estimations for RPA implementations (O2), and to develop an RPA impact esti-mation method that is applicable in practice (O3). After applying the method in practice,the experts are asked to answer the questions listed below.
D1 - Efficiency

1. Measure howmuch time it takes to complete the estimation task using current prac-tices.
2. Measure how much time it takes to complete the estimation task using the RPAimpact estimation method.

Sections D2 and D3 are measured by means of a 5-point Likert scale.Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
� � � � �

D2 - Perceived ease of use

3. I found the procedure for applying the method complex and difficult to follow.
� � � � �

4. Overall, I found the method difficult to use.
� � � � �

5. I found the method easy to learn.
� � � � �

6. I found it difficult to apply the method to RPA initiatives.
� � � � �

7. I found the rules of the method clear and easy to understand.
� � � � �

8. I am not confident that I am now competent to apply this method in practice.
� � � � �

D3 - Perceived usefulness

9. I believe that this method would reduce the effort required to estimate the impactof RPA.
� � � � �

10. The output data results of using this method would be more difficult for users tounderstand.
� � � � �
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11. This method would make it easier for users to verify what the impact of RPA on abusiness process will be.
� � � � �

12. Overall, I found the method to be useful.
� � � � �

13. Using this method would make it more difficult to draft business cases for RPA.
� � � � �

14. Overall, I think this method does not provide an effective solution to the problemof estimating the impact of RPA.
� � � � �

15. Overall, I think this method is an improvement to the current estimation practices.
� � � � �

16. Using this method would make it easier to communicate RPA impact to end users.
� � � � �

Section D4 is measured by means of another 5-point Likert scale.Extremely unlikely Quite unlikely Neutral Quite likely Extremely likely
� � � � �

D4 - Intention to use

17. I would definitely not use this method to estimate the impact of RPA on businessprocesses.
� � � � �

18. I intend to use this method in preference to the current practices if I have to draftbusiness cases in the future.
� � � � �
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Appendix F - Expert Evaluation Survey Results
Table 31 lists the results from the survey that was filled in by six RPA experts. This concernsthe survey in Appendix E. The first two survey questions were numerical questions, wherethe experts answered a number of minutes. Survey questions 3 to 16 were asked using a5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (5) to strongly agree (1). The last twosurvey questions were asked using a 5-point Likert scale as well ranging from extremelyunlikely (5) to extremely likely (1).

Table 31: Expert evaluation results

Question Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4 Expert 5 Expert 6 Score /51 5 5 5 60 15 20 18,32 5 1 30 30 60 60 31,03 2 1 1 2 3 1 1,74 2 2 2 2 2 3 2,25 4 5 5 4 3 4 4,26 2 1 2 3 1 2 1,87 4 3 5 4 4 5 4,28 2 1 2 3 2 2 2,09 2 5 5 4 2 4 3,710 3 2 2 2 2 1 2,011 3 3 5 4 5 5 4,212 4 5 5 4 5 4 4,513 1 2 1 3 3 3 2,214 3 2 2 2 2 3 2,315 3 4 4 4 5 4 4,016 4 5 5 4 4 4 4,317 2 1 1 2 1 2 1,518 3 5 4 4 5 4 4,2
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Appendix G - Method Implementation Questions
Ask the Subject Matter Expert the following questions during the process intake:

1. Measure how much time it takes to process one transaction.
2. Does the example we just measured represent the most common situation of theprocess?
3. Check how much transactions are processed each week.
4. Check at what time the transaction enters the application (if possible).
5. Check at what time the transaction completed in the application (if possible).
6. How much time do you on average spend on this process weekly?
7. Are there peak periods in the transaction volume?
8. Are there significant changes in the process velocity between periods of time?
9. Are there other people involved in the process of a transaction?
10. If yes, how much time does it take for that other people involved and is this stepstill necessary after the implementation of the robot?
11. What percentage of the total amount of transactions on average need to be repro-cessed (due to human error)?
12. How much time does it on average take to reprocess a transaction?
13. What percentage of the total amount of transactions has to be reviewedby a humanagent?
14. How much time does on average it take to review a transaction?
15. What is the average number of working days per year for one FTE?
16. (What is the average cost of one FTE?)

Discuss these topics with the RPA Project Owner during the process intake:
17. What is the automation rate of the process?
18. What kind of robot license is chosen for the implementation of this process?
19. How many processes make use of this robot license?

Note: infrastructure costs do not repeat for each RPA implementation. This has to betaken into account.
As RPA Solution Architect, think about the implementation of the project:
20. How many days is a developer needed for this project? Multiply this with the rate.
21. How many days is a solution architect needed for this project? Multiply this withthe rate.
22. Howmany days is a implementation lead needed for this project? Multiply this withthe rate.
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Appendix H - Method Implementation Script

(a) Assigning method variables

(b) Performing method calculations

Figure 3: R script used for method execution - part 1

(a) Assembling method output results (b) Printing example method output

Figure 4: R script used for method execution - part 2
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Appendix I - Method Implementation Guidelines
9.3.1 Introducing the method

The RPA impact estimation method is a tangible standardized method that can be used toeffectively estimate the impact of RPA based on quantitative baseline measurements thatcan be readily applied in practicewithout leveraging other technologies. The output of theRPA impact estimation method represents the financial savings estimated to be achievedin the first year after implementing RPA and in the subsequent years. Using the guidelinesbelow, the method can be applied to various types of processes and RPA projects in anyorganization.Table 32 shows the revised RPA impact estimation method and its correspondingmetrics are shown in Table 33. Using a set of questions that can be asked during a processintake, values for the set of necessary metrics for the method are retrieved. With thegathered data, the calculations can be performed which result in the estimated impact oncosts. These steps are elaborated on in the following sections.
Table 32: RPA impact estimation method

Estimation method Calculations
Calculate current labor costs

Calculate needed FTE
PT = ((ET * EF) / 60)TPT = PT + ((ER * EF) * RPT / 60) +((RV * EF) * RVT / 60) + ((OIT * EF) / 60)FTE = TPT / WHCalculate cost of needed FTE CLC = FTE * CFTE

Calculate automation costsCalculate software license costs SLC = LC / LUCalculate development costs DC = ∑PCT ∗ IMD

Calculate FTE costs after RPA
TPTS = TPT - ((ER * EF) * RPR / 60) -((RV * EF) * RVR / 60) - ((OIR * EF) / 60)EFTE = (TPT - (PT * AR)) / WHALC = EFTE * CFTE

Calculate cost of automation AC1 = SLC + DC + ALCAC2 = SLC + ALC
Calculate overall impact on costsCurrent labor costs minusthe automation costs Impact first year = CLC - AC1Impact subsequent years = CLC - AC2
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Table 33: Revised RPA impact estimation method metrics with original sources

Metric DescriptionFTE Total full-time equivalent currently needed [37, 46, 50]PT Process time (hours per week)ET Average execution time per transaction (in minutes) [46, 50]EF Average execution frequency of transaction (per week) [37, 46, 50]TPT Total process time (hours per week)ER Average error rate of total volume of transactions [46]RPT Average reprocess time per transaction in case of an error (in minutes) [46]RV Average percentage of total volume to be reviewed by a human agent [46]RVT Average review time per transaction (in minutes) [46]OIT Average time other people are involved in the process (in minutes)WH Average number of working hours (per week): equivalent to 1 FTE [46]CLC Current labor costs [37, 46, 50]CFTE Average cost of 1 FTE (per year) [37, 46, 50]SLC Software license costs based on license type (per year) [37, 46]LC License costs [46]LU License users (amount of processes running on that license)DC Development costs [37, 46, 50]PCT People cost type (Implementation Lead, Solution Architect, Developer) [46, 50]IMD Number of involved days in implementation [46]TPTS Total process time saved (hours per week)RPR Average reprocess time per transaction saved (in minutes)RVR Average review time per transaction saved (in minutes)OIR Average involvement time per transaction saved (in minutes)ALC Labor costs after automationEFTE Full-time equivalent needed after automationAR Automation rate of process [46, 50]AC1 Automation costs in the first year [37, 46, 50]AC2 Automation costs in the subsequent years

9.3.2 Gathering data

In order to use the method and its calculations, the necessary input data has to be gath-ered. This can be done according to the questions listed below. These questions canbe asked during, for example, a process intake. For each of the metrics/input values, athreshold has been set. These are listed in Table 34. The metrics required for the methodto be defined precisely are listed as require a ’precise value’. These metrics have beenidentified as required for the method to meet a minimum quality level. Without preciselydefining these values, the outcome of the method will not be able to achieve a certainlevel of accuracy. The metrics for which estimated values are sufficient in case the exactvalue is unknown are listed as require at least an ’estimate value’. These are metrics forwhich it can be difficult in practice to define a conclusive value. If data is unknown, thenit is advised to first locate the data before using the method.
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Table 34: Input data quality analysis

Metric Metric name Precise value Estimated valueET Execution time xEF Execution frequency xER Error rate xRPT Reprocess time x xRV Review rate xRVT Review time x xOIT Other people involved time x xWH Working hours xCFTE Cost of 1 FTE x xLC License costs xLU License users xPCT People cost type x xIMD Involved days x xAR Automation rate x

Ask the Subject Matter Expert the following questions during the process intake:
1. Measure how much time it takes to process one transaction.
2. Does the example we just measured represent the most common situation of theprocess?
3. Check how much transactions are processed each week.
4. Check at what time the transaction enters the application (if possible).
5. Check at what time the transaction completed in the application (if possible).
6. How much time do you on average spend on this process weekly?
7. Are there peak periods in the transaction volume?
8. Are there significant changes in the process velocity between periods of time?
9. Are there other people involved in the process of a transaction?
10. If yes, how much time does it take for that other people involved and is this stepstill necessary after the implementation of the robot?
11. What percentage of the total amount of transactions on average need to be repro-cessed (due to human error)?
12. How much time does it on average take to reprocess a transaction?
13. What percentage of the total amount of transactions has to be reviewedby a humanagent?
14. How much time does on average it take to review a transaction?
15. What is the average number of working days per year for one FTE?
16. (What is the average cost of one FTE?)
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Discuss these topics with the RPA Project Owner during the process intake:
17. What is the automation rate of the process?
18. What kind of robot license is chosen for the implementation of this process?
19. How many processes make use of this robot license?

Note: infrastructure costs do not repeat for each RPA implementation. This has to betaken into account.
As RPA Solution Architect, think about the implementation of the project:
20. How many days is a developer needed for this project? Multiply this with the rate.
21. How many days is a solution architect needed for this project? Multiply this withthe rate.
22. Howmany days is a implementation lead needed for this project? Multiply this withthe rate.

9.3.3 Performing calculations

An R script, or any other type of tool, is employable in practice to quickly retrieve the out-put of the method based on variable input data. The script is based on a set of variables,which reflect the metrics in Table 15. The script can be found in the figures below. Figure6b shows an example of the method output.

(a) Assigning method variables

(b) Performing method calculations

Figure 5: R script used for method execution - part 1
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(a) Assembling method output results (b) Printing example method output

Figure 6: R script used for method execution - part 2
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